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1 PREFACE
The importance of early diagnosis of illnesses and their prompt treatment have been
long recognized in human health care. Reliable detection of different diseases in the early
stage may save lives and prevent deterioration of the state of patients, often providing
continued healthy life. Therefore, it is important to fight against metabolic, malignant and
other diseases and exploit the potential of modern analytical techniques in this field. This
doctoral thesis presents recent developments and approaches that focus on well-known
analytical problems and attempts to provide methodologies that can be useful for clinical
and/or biochemical investigations and further diagnostic developments.
Application of modern analytical instrumentation - such as mass spectrometry – in
clinical chemistry provides encouraging possibilities both in the field of routine screening
and in research. Mass spectrometry is a fast developing modern analytical technique,
which is able to characterize different body fluids based on their molecular composition.
Recent ionization techniques – like Electrospray and Atmospheric Pressure Chemical
Ionization – and analyzing techniques – such as Tandem Mass Spectrometry or Fourier
Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry – make it possible to perform
highly selective analysis of many compounds simultaneously even in complex biological
matrices like body fluids. This allows detection of various illnesses using very small
sample amount (e.g. a few microliters of blood).
Applying sensitive, high throughput screening techniques such as electrospray tandem
mass spectrometry even the whole population of a country can be screened at a reasonable
price (as it is done in the United States, United Kingdom or Germany today) and so
physical, mental retardation or even the death may be avoided.
In spite of the huge success of mass spectrometry in clinical chemistry, there are
ongoing developments to increase the speed of analysis and the number of the detectable
compounds, hereby expand the number of detectable illnesses. New mass spectrometric
methods provide possibilities to analyze further compounds in the human body, which is
often a key step to understand unknown illnesses and metabolic pathways in order to
develop the medical treatment.
The aim of the present work was to exploit the analytical power of mass spectrometry
in the field of clinical chemistry. According to this, my PhD thesis are focused on three
main topics:
6
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a) The application and development of mass spectrometric techniques for screening of
inherited metabolic disorders. Introduction of mass spectrometric screening
techniques to the Hungarian pediatric community. Diagnosis of organic acidurias
and mitochondrial disorders. Development of mass spectrometric screening
techniques

that

require

neither

preliminary

chemical

derivatization

nor

chromatographic separation.
b) Method development for determination of very long chain fatty acids in blood
without the need of preliminary chemical derivatization. Development of highspeed separation for high throughtput studies.
c) Optimization of electrospray conditions for intact high mass (>20 kDa)
glycoprotein analysis. Method development for ultrahigh resolution measurement
of the tumor marker human alpha-1-acid glycoprotein, allowing isotopomer
resolution of the intact molecules.
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2 APPLICATION OF ELECTROSPRAY TANDEM MASS
SPECTROMETRY FOR THE SCREENING OF INHERITED
METABOLIC DISORDERS

2.1 LITERATURE BACKGROUND
The clinical application of electrospray tandem mass spectrometry in the field of
inherited metabolic disorders focuses on the determination of alpha amino acids and
acylcarnitines in body fluids such as blood, urine, liquor etc. Both compound groups are
very important components of the human body and the related metabolic diseases lead to
serious consequences in the state of the affected patient.

2.1.1 Amino acids in human body
L-amino acids represent a major group of compounds in the human body, as they are
formed during catabolism of nutritional proteins and they serve as building units for bodyproteins (protein synthesis, citrate cycle, ornithine cycle, different transformation pathways
of amino acids).
Amino acids are Zwitter-ionic compounds, meaning they exist both as cations and as
anions depending on the pH of the solvent. They possess both an acidic, negatively
charged part (carboxyl group) and a basic, positively charged part (amino group).
According to this, their purification, separation and detection can be performed either in
their cationic or in their anionic form.

2.1.2 Acylcarnitines in human body
Acylcarnitines are conjugated carnitine and fatty acid molecules, where the fatty acid
forms an ester bound with the hydroxyl group of the carnitine molecule. They represent a
group of key-importance molecules in human body, as they are intermediates during betaoxidation of fatty acids. Beta oxidation of fatty acid occurs in mitochondria; however the
diffusion of fatty acids through the mitochondria membrane is hindered. To overcome this
barrier fatty acids are transported by the carrier molecule called carnitine in a multi-step
8
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process into the mitochondria. Any defect in this multi-step transfer process results in
alteration of the acylcarnitine composition of body fluids.
Acylcarnitines are permanently positively charged compounds, as they possess a
quaterner amine group. According to this, their ionization is very feasible under positive
electrospray circumstances.

2.1.3 Alteration in amino acid and acylcarnitine metabolism
If any of the amino acid or acylcarnitine related metabolic pathways don’t function
properly, this results in the accumulation of certain amino acids or acylcarnitines in the
body fluids, usually in the blood and urine. The abnormally high level of certain
compounds has toxic effect for the human cells, causing physical and mental retardation or
in serious cases death.
The level of endogenous amino acids and acylcarnitines indicates the defects of the
related metabolism, as the blockage of certain metabolic pathways results in the
accumulation of the starting or intermediate-products. Thus, the measurement of amino
acid and acylcarnitine composition of body fluids (blood, urine, liquor etc…) can diagnose
the disorders. Some of the most important and commonly screened disorders that can be
detected by evaluating the amino acid and acylcarnitine profile in blood are summarized in
Table 1. The application of medical intervention and appropriate diet can regulate the level
of the harmful compounds. This way the affected patients can avoid the damages and live a
better life. The early detection of metabolic diseases is of critical importance, since if such
diseases are ignored the consumed food itself poisons the patient (even the mother milk
will poison the affected babies).

9
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Fatty Acid Oxidation and Organic Acid Disorders

CPT-I (carnitine palmitoil transferase deficiency I)

CPT-II (carnitine palmitoil transferase deficiency II)

CTD (carnitine transporter defect)

Glutaric Acidemia-Type I (GA I)

Glutaric Acidemia-Type II (GA II)

Isovaleric Acidemia (IVA) (Acute and chronic)

Ketotic hyperglycinemia

LCHAD (long chain acyl CoA dehydrogenase deficiency)

Malonic acidemia

Medium Chain Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency (MCAD)

Methylmalonic Acidemia
Mitochondrial Acetoacetyl-CoA Thiolase Deficiency (3Ketothiolase Deficiency)

Multiple-CoA Carboxylase Deficiency (MCD)

Propionic Acidemia (PA) (Acute and late onset)

Short Chain Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency (SCAD)

Trifunctional Protein Deficiency (TFP Deficiency)

Very Long Chain Acyl-CoA Dehydrogenase Deficiency (VLCAD)

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

PYG/PIP (pyroglutamic/pipecolic acidemia)
Tyrosinemia (Transient Neonatal, type II and III)

Non-ketotic hyperglycinemia
Phenylketonuria (Classical and Hyperphenylalaninaemia)

HHH (Hyperornitinemia-hyperammonemia-homocitrullinemia)
Maple Syrup Urine Disease (Classical and Intermediate)

Hypervalinemia

Hyperprolinemia II

Hypermethioninemia

Histidinemia
Homocystinuria

4

3

2

Argininemia
Argininosuccinic Aciduria (ASA Lyase Deficiency)(Acute and late
onset)
Citrullinemia (ASA Synthetase Deficiency)(Acute and late onset)

1

AMINO ACID PROFILE

Table 1. Metabolic disorders detectable by tandem mass spectrometric screening.

CN def (carnitine deificiency, carnitin hiány)

4

16

3-Methylglutaconyl-CoA Hydratase Deficiency

3-Methylcrotonyl-CoA Carboxylase Deficiency (3MCC Deficiency)

3-Hydroxy-3-Methylglutaryl-CoA Lyase Deficiency (HMG)

3

2

1

ACYLCARNITINE PROFILE
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Amino Acid Disorders
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2.1.4 Analysis of amino acids
Several approaches have been reported for the analysis of amino acids in the literature
mostly based on chemical derivatization and chromatographic separation1-11. The two most
important techniques are the GC-MS (Gas Chromatography – Mass Spectrometry) and
HPLC-UV (High Performance Liquid Chromatography – Ultra Violet Absorbance
Detection) determination of amino acids. GC-MS analysis of amino acids requires
preliminary chemical derivatization1, 2, 5, 10 in order to enhance the volatility of the amino
acids and achieve successful gas chromatographic elution. HPLC-UV detection of amino
acids can be performed also on native, underivatized amino acids, however since amino
acids do not absorb significantly in the UV range, usually their pre- or post column
derivatization is needed to achieve satisfactory sensitivity4, 6-9, 11.

2.1.5 Analysis of acylcarnitines
Before the spreading of soft ionization mass spectrometric techniques acylcarnitines
were analyzed mainly in derivatized form by high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC)12-34 coupled with Ultra Violet Absorbance Detection (UV)15, 21, fluorescence15-17,
19-21

or radioactive exchange29, 31, 32, 35 detection.
Preliminary purification of samples occurred usually on silica21,

24, 27

or cation

exchange columns17, 20, while the separation of carnitine esters was performed by reversed
phase liquid chromatography using octadecyl-18, 20 or octyl-silica27 columns, occasionally
on cation exchange columns16. Also capillary electrophoresis methods15,

33

have been

reported for the analysis of carnitine derivatives.
Since acylcarnitines don’t exhibit strong absorbance or fluorescence several
derivatization procedures were developed to enhance their detection including treatment
with 4'-bromophenacyl trifluoromethanesulfonate21,
dimethoxy-1

-methyl-2(1H)-quinoxalinone17

and

22,

24,

26

, 3-bromomethyl-6,7-

2-(4-hydrazinocarbonylphenyl)-4,5-

20

diphenylimidazole .
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2.1.6 Amino acid and acylcarnitine analysis in neonatal screening
The aim of neonatal screening is the detection and diagnosis of inherited metabolic
disorders in the neonatal period. Early medical intervention (earlier than appearance of
trivial symptoms) and/or proper diet in many cases provide the only possibility to avoid
physical and mental retardation, or even death. In addition, temporary metabolic problems
can be detected by screening, offering a chance for a healthy life after properly treating the
critical period. Analytical techniques for the determination of amino acids and
acylcarnitines in blood have existed for more than 30 years. However, these methods were
not capable for population-level screening, as they were based on GC-MS and were timeconsuming, including complex chemical derivatization. Guthrie introduced the very first
technique for population-level screening of phenylketonuria in 196336. His method was
based on the growth-inhibition of mutant bacterial strains by the appropriate metabolites.
In spite of its complex biochemical background, this technique was easy to perform, and
was considerably cheaper than the contemporary chromatographic methods. The Guthrie
method was used worldwide until the mid 1990’s. In honor of Guthrie, the today applied
filter paper cards are named as „Guthrie cards”.
Development of fast atom bombardment (FAB) and later electrospray37 (ES) in the
1980’s meant a real breakthrough in biomedical applications, since direct analysis of heat
sensitive, non volatile and very large molecules (MW>20 kDa) of biological origin became
feasible. This improvement has set in motion a dramatic expansion of application areas.
The combination of these ionization techniques with tandem mass spectrometry (especially
in triple quadrupole instruments) appeared to be an especially advantageous method in
clinical chemistry, because of its remarkable sensitivity, selectivity and robustness. An
important feature of this combination was its applicability to couple with HPLC. However
the most significant point in the field of clinical chemistry was that API-tandem mass
spectrometry (API-MS/MS) provided extremely short analysis times and high throughput
for the simultaneous screening of several metabolites38-40.
The most widely used clinical application of mass spectrometry is without any doubt,
the tandem mass spectrometric screening for amino acidurias40-50 and fatty acid oxidation
disorders38-40, 42, 43, 47, 49, 51-65 by profiling the amino acid and acylcarnitine composition in
dried blood spots. The basic methodology for this screening has been developed by
Millington and Rashed38,
12

39, 66-68

in the early nineties. The method is based on
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determination of amino acid and acyl-carnitine concentrations by electrospray (formerly by
fast atom bombardment) ionization coupled to tandem mass spectrometry69, 70.
Using this method the simultaneous detection of about 30 inherited metabolic
disorders40 (see Table 1) from one single dried blood spot (mostly on a Guthrie card) is
possible, as it has been reported in the case of e.g. phenylketonuria, tyrosinaemia, maplesyrup

urine

disease,

hyperprolinaemia,

hyperalaninaemia,

citrullinaemia,

hypermethioninaemia41, 43, 46, 47, 67, 71, 72. Since this cost-efficient technique provides the fast
and reliable screening of a whole population of a country at a reasonable price47, 49, 50, the
method became a well-established diagnostic tool in several countries in Western Europe49
and in the United States42. (The cost of such a test is in the range of 20-30 US dollars and
involves the screening for 20-30 disorders.) The key for this success was that tandem mass
spectrometry provided such a high selectivity that preliminary chromatography could be
eliminated and the analysis could be performed from one direct injection with an analysis
time less than 2 minutes38, 39, 49.
The generally described sample preparation utilizes ultrasonic extraction of the blood
spot in methanol. In many laboratories practicing neonatal screening this is now changed to
gentle agitation, as the latter does not release particles from the filter paper and does not
disrupt red blood cells, which may result in major signal loss in ES-MS/MS. The extraction
is followed by butyl-esterification of the free carboxyl groups of amino acids and
acylcarnitines (requiring hydrochloric acid plus butanol)41,

44, 67, 71-73

. Esterification

converts zwitterionic amino acids to amino-esters similar to simple amines, enhancing the
ionization efficiency in ES dramatically. Most amino acid butyl esters show a
characteristic loss of neutral butyl-formate (102 Da) under Collicional Induced
Dissociation (CID) circumstances. Monitoring this process by the constant neutral loss
scan technique allows simultaneous detection of these compounds41, 71, 72. However, butyl
formate loss is not characteristic for all amino acids, so several can not be detected by this
technique46. To overcome this limitation and incorporate acylcarnitines in the same
measurement as well, screening labs often use multiple reaction monitoring (MRM)74.
Acylcarnitines exhibit the loss of the neutral fatty acid and the trimethyl-amine part,
yielding a very characteristic m/z=85 Th product ion.

13
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2.2 INTRODUCTION OF THE ELECTROSPRAY TANDEM MASS
SPECTROMETRIC SCREENING METHODOLOGY IN HUNGARY –
A PILOT STUDY

We have introduced the above-mentioned ES-MS/MS technique to Hungary in a pilot
study and aimed to satisfy the rising demand of the Hungarian pediatric community. Our
studies have been performed in cooperation with several hospitals over the country: Heim
Pál Children’s Hospital (Budapest); Children's Hospital, Buda, Neonatal Screening Centre
(Budapest); Semmelweis University Budapest (Budapest); Szent László Hospital
(Budapest); Madarász Street Children’s Hospital (Budapest); Markusovszky Hospital
(Szombathely); Fejér County Szent György Hospital (Székesfehérvár); University of
Szeged, A. Szent-Györgyi Medical and Pharmaceutical Centre, Department of Pediatrics;
etc…
Most of our efforts were directed to aimed investigations (a disorder was expected), but
smaller screening plans (including about 500 persons) were carried out too.

2.2.1 Experimental details of current tandem mass spectrometric screening
methodology
2.2.1.1 Mass spectrometry
A PE Sciex API 2000 (Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex, Toronto, Canada) benchtop
triple-quadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with Turbo Ion Spray source, two Perkin
Elmer Series 200 micropumps and a Perkin Elmer Series 200 Autosampler was used.
Applied instrumental parameters are given
Table 2. Nitrogen was used as nebulizer, drying, curtain and collision gas. A 10 µl
sampling loop was fitted to the injector; flow rate was 100 µL/min using acetonitrile:water
6:4 solvent mixture. To minimize possible interferences, both mass analyzers were

14
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operated with increased resolution, corresponding to a peak width at half height of
approximately 0.45 Th. Both scanning and MRM experiments were performed.
Instrumental parameters

Source parameters

Resolution values Analyser 1

Curtain gas (psi)

30

Collisional gas (psi)
Nebulizer gas (psi)

Resolution values Analyser 2

m/z value

Offset value

m/z value

Offset value

5

59.05

0.038

59.05

0

50

175.133

0.058

175.133

-0.085

Drying gas (psi)

40

616.464

0.1

616.464

-0.372

Interface heating

ON

906.673

0.13

906.673

-0.573

Capillary voltage (V)

5000

1254.925

0.172

1254.925

-0.77

Source temperature (ºC)

100

1545.134

0.237

1545.134

-0.92

Deflektor (V)

-250

1778.302

0.315

1778.302

-1.02

Detektor (V)

2400

Table 2. Applied instrumental parameters on the PE Sciex API 2000 instrument.
Precursor ion scanning function with a product ion value of m/z=85 Th was applied for the
detection of acylcarnitines in the range of 180-550 Th. Scanning time was 3 seconds, step
size was 0.2 Th. The typical fragmentation pathway of butylated acylcarnitines during CID
process is the loss of butane, trimethyl-amine and the neutral side-chain fatty acid, as
shown in Figure 1.
CH3

CH3

O O O
O
CH3
+
H3CN
CH3

Loss of butene, fatty acid and
trimethyl amine.

O
OH
H2C+

m/z=85 Th

Figure 1. Dominant fragmentation pathway of butylated palmitoylcarnitine.
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Butylated alpha-amino acids were detected in the 120-280 Th range by a 102 Da neutral
loss scan function representing the leaving of a butyl-formate from the parent ion, while
basic amino acids such as lysine, ornithine, citrulline were monitored by the 119 Da loss
representing the leaving of a butyl-formate and an ammonia molecule from the parent ion.
Scanning time was 3 seconds, step size was 0.2 Th. The two fragmentation pathways
characteristic for butylated alpha amino acids are shown in Figure 2.
H2N

H2N
Loss of butyl-formate
(102 Da)

H2N

H2N

O

CH2

O

CH3

Loss of butyl-formate

H2C

and ammonia (119 Da)

CH2
H2N

Figure 2. Dominant fragmentation pathway of butylated Lysine.
Fragmentation characteristics of butylated amino acids and acylcarnitines were
investigated using standard compounds. The most selective and sensitive fragmentation
pathways were chosen for the MRM experiments, see Table 3. Instrumental parameters
were optimized automatically by infusing both standard solutions and butylated dried
blood spot extract at a flow rate of 5 µL/min. Both optimizing procedure gave similar
results. Dwell time for each MRM pair was 20 msec during the MRM cycle. Data were
acquired and processed using Mass Chrom 1.1, Multiview 1.4 (Perkin-Elmer Sciex,
Toronto, Canada) and Analyst 1.4 software (Applied Biosystems, MDS Sciex). Evaluation
of data was performed either by comparing the profiles obtained by scanning technique or
by performing quantitation on the base of peak areas in MRM mode using additional
calibration. In both cases isotope labeled compounds were used to normalize the signals
and hereby minimize the errors of the sample preparation. Validation procedure was
performed to verify robustness, precision, accuracy and reliability of the method. However,
owing to length reasons the description of the validation procedure and presentation of the
obtained validation results is outside the scope of this thesis.
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57
44
48
60
63
70
72
74
80
86
68
86
70
89
72
84
104
107
110
85
120
125
85
70
113
115
75
136
142
88

134

146

150

162

165

172

174

176

182

188

188

188

189

191

191

203

206

209

212

218

222

227

227

231

232

234

236

238

244

246

249

15N,2 13C Glicine

Alanine

2H4 Alanine

Serine

2H3 Serine

Proline

Valine

Threonine

2H8 Valine

Leucine

OH-Proline

Leucine isobars

Ornithine isobars

2H3 Leucine

2H2 Ornithine

Lysine isobars

Methionine

2H3 Methionine

Histidine

Carnitine

Phenylalanine

2H5 Phenylalanine

2H9 Carnitine

Arginine

Citrulline

2H2 Citrulline

2H4, 13C Arginine

Tyrosine

13C6 Tyrosine

Aspartate

2H3 Aspartic acid

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

64

63

62

61

60

59

58

57

56

55

54

53

52

51

50

49

48

47

46

45

44

43

42

41

40

39

38

37

36

35

34

33

Compound

Hydroxyoctadecanoylcarnitine

Hydroxyoctadecenoylcarnitine

2H3 Octadecanoylcarnitine

Octadecanoylcarnitine

Hydroxyhexadecanoylcarnitine

2H3 Hexadecanoylcarnitine

Hexadecanoylcarnitine

2H9 Myristoylcarnitine

Tetradecanoylcarnitine

Tetradecenoylcarnitine

2H3 Dodecanoylcarnitine

Dodecanoylcarnitine

Glutarylcarnitine

2H3 Decanoylcarnitine

Methylmalonylcarnitine

Decanoylcarnitine

2H3 Octanoylcarnitine

Octanoylcarnitine

2H3 Hexanoylcarnitine

Isovalerylcarnitine

Hexanoylcarnitine

2H9 Isovalerylcarnitine

Valerylcarnitine

2H3 Butyrylcarnitine

Butyrylcarnitine

2H3 Propionylcarnitine

Propionylcarnitine

2H3 Acetylcarnitine

2H3 Glutamic acid

Tryptophan

Acetylcarnitine

Glutamate

Table 3. m/z channels used in the MRM experiments.

91

Product
ion[Th]
57

Precursor ion
[Th]
132

Compound
Glicine
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500

498

487

484

472

459

456

437

428

426

403

400

388

375

374

372

347

344

319

318

316

311

302

291

288

277

274

263

263

261

260

Precursor ion [Th]
260

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

87

159

85

Product ion[Th]
84
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2.2.1.2 Chemicals
Stable isotope labeled standards (15N, 2-13C-Glycine; 2H4-Alanine; 2H8-Valine; 2H3Leucine; 2H3-Methionine; 2H5-Phenylalanine;
2

H3-Glutamate;

2

H2-Ornithine;

2

13

H2-Citrulline;

C6-Tyrosine; 2H3-Aspartate; 2H3-Serine;
2

H4-13C3-Arginine,

2

H9-carnitine;

2

H3-

acetylcarnitine; 2H3-propionylcarnitine; 2H3-butyrylcarnitine; 2H9-isovalerylcarnitine; 2H3octanoylcarnitine; 2H9-myristoylcarnitine; 2H3-palmitoylcarnitine) were purchased from
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA. USA).

2

H3 hexanoylcarnitine,

2

H3

decanoylcarnitine, 2H3 dodecanoylcarnitine, 2H3 octadecanoylcarnitine was obtained from
Professor Herman ten Brink (Amsterdam, Netherland). n-Butanol, acetyl chloride, HPLC
grade methanol, water and acetonitrile were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Kft. (Budapest,
Hungary).

2.2.1.3 Blood spot samples
Blood spots were generated by pipetting 50 µL of whole blood onto filter papers (often
called Guthrie cards), and were left to dry at ambient temperature.
2.2.1.4 Sample preparation
The samples studied were dried blood spots on Guthrie cards obtained from different
clinics, hospitals over the country (see Figure 3) and were prepared according to the
literature38, 39, 66-68.

Figure 3. Dried blood spots on Guthrie card.
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After punching, the spots (7 mm diameter, corresponding to 17 µL blood) were transferred
to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes. Then the spots were extracted with the mixture of 375 µL
methanol and 125 µL stock solution of methanol containing stable isotope labeled
standards in concentrations as given in Table 4. Extraction was performed in an ultrasonic
bath for 30 minutes. Following extraction, the filter paper was removed and the extracts
were blown to dryness under nitrogen stream. Then 100 µL freshly prepared reagent
containing 90 v/v % n-butanol and 10 v/v % acetyl-chloride was added to the Eppendorf
tube. The tubes were vortexed and left in a thermostat at 65 ºC for 15 minutes in order to
take place butylation. Then samples were blown to dryness again in order to remove the
excess reagent and hydrochloric acid. Finally samples were dissolved in 100 µL
acetonitrile:water 6:4 mixture.

Isotope
labeling

Compound

Concentration
µmol/L

Concentration
µg/L
157

1

2H3

Acetylcarnitine

0.760

2

2H4

Alanine

10.0

930

3

2H4, 13C

Arginine

10.0

1790

4

2H3

Aspartate

10.0

1360

5

2H3

Butyrylcarnitine

0.160

37.4

6

2H2

Citrulline

10.0

1770

7

2H3

Decanoylcarnitine

0.160

50.9

8

2H3

Dodecanoylcarnitine

0.160

55.4

9

Phenylalanine

10.0

1700

10

2H5
15N,213C

Glycine

50.0

3900

11

2H3

Glutamate

10.0

1500

12

2H3

Hexanoylcarnitine

0.160

41.9

13

2H9

Isovalerylcarnitine

0.160

40.6

14

2H9

Carnitine

3.04

517

15

2H3

Leucine

10.0

1340

16

2H3

Methionine

10.0

1520

17

2H9

Tetradecanoylcarnitine

0.160

60.8

18

2H3

Octadecanoylcarnitine

0.320

138

19

2H3

Octanoylcarnitine

0.160

46.4

20

2H2

Ornithine

10.0

1340

21

2H3

Hexadecanoylcarnitine

0.320

129

22

2H3

Propionylcarnitine

0.160

35.2

23

2H3

Serine

10.0

1080

24

13C6

Tyrosine

10.0

1870

25

2H8

Valine

10.0

1250

Table 4. Composition of the isotope labeled methanolic standard used for extraction.
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2.2.2 Results of the tandem mass spectrometric pilot study for screening of
metabolic disorders in Hungary
The main goal of the present study was to introduce the widely used tandem mass
spectrometric neonatal screening methodology to Hungary. To achieve this goal several
co-operations have been formed with hospitals over the country (see Introduction). In the
framework of the co-operations aimed investigations were performed, where samples from
patients with expected disorders, suspicious symptoms or already diagnosed illness were
analyzed. In order to obtain a reference amino acid and acylcarnitine profiles more than
500 samples from healthy children were analyzed. The averaged reference amino acid and
acylcarnitine spectra are shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 (isotope labeled
standards are marked with asterisks).
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Figure 4. Neutral loss (102 Da) reference spectrum.
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Figure 5. Neutral loss (119 Da) reference spectrum.
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Figure 6. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) reference spectrum. MM stands for
Methylmalonylcarnitine.
Evaluation of the results was performed by comparing the peak intensities in the reference
and the measured spectra. Several disorders were successfully detected during this pilot
study, such as Phenylketonuria (PKU), Maple Sirup Urine Disease (MSUD),
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Threoninaemia,

Hyperprolinaemia,

Citrullinaemia,

Carnitine

Deficiency,

Propionacidaemia. Some typical affected amino acid and acylcarnitine profiles are shown
in Figure 7 - Figure 18.
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Figure 7. Neutral loss (102 Da) profile of a Phenylketonuria affected patient.
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Figure 8. Neutral loss (102 Da) profile of a Hyperprolinaemia affected patient.
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Figure 9. Neutral loss (102 Da) profile of a Maple Syrup Urine Disease affected
patient.
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Figure 10. Neutral loss (119 Da) profile of a Citrullinaemia affected patient.
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Figure 11. Neutral loss (102 Da) profile of a Threoninaemia affected patient.
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Figure 12. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) profile of a Propionacidaemia affected patient.
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Figure 13. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) profile of a Glutaric acidaemia II affected
patient.
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Figure 14. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) profile of an Isovaleric acidaemia affected
patient.
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Figure 15. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) profile of a Long chain hydroxyl-acyl CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency affected patient.
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Figure 16. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) profile of a Medium chain-acyl CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency affected patient.
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Figure 17. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) profile of a Methyl-crotonyl CoA carboxylase
deficiency affected patient.
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Figure 18. Precursor ion (m/z=85 Th) profile of a Long chain-acyl CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency affected patient.
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An important point in this work was that it provided not only supplementary
confirmation data to earlier tests, but it gave influential information in obscure cases saving
the life of the patient. An important example for this latest case was when a child was lying
in coma and neither a suggested disorder nor reason was available that could explain his
state. However, after successful tandem mass spectrometric analysis it was observed that
the citrulline level was more than 40 times higher in his blood than normal. On the base of
this information the disorder could be identified, moreover thank to quick medical
intervention the child could be saved and he regained his consciousness.
Screening investigations on hundreds of samples were performed in MRM mode. This
mode is more suitable for screening purposes, as it provides complete measurement of the
required metabolites from one single injection and it is also more suitable for quantitation
purposes than scanning experiments. Ion chromatograms obtained from a typical MRM
experiment are shown in Figure 19. A typical MRM spectrum is shown in Figure 20.
XIC of +MRM (64 pairs): 132.1/57.0 amu from Sample 91 (kalibc0) of Datavegsomrmb.wiff (Tur...
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Figure 19. Ion chromatograms obtained from a typical MRM experiment.
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+MRM (64 pairs): 0.961 to 1.174 min from Sample 91 (kalibc0) of Datavegsomrmb.wiff (Turbo S...
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Figure 20. A typical spectrum obtained from an MRM experiment.
Visual presentation of the many results can be simplified in the following manner: the peak
intensities for each metabolite are extracted from the spectra and put into a table. All the
intensity values belonging to one specific metabolite are divided by the mean value of that
metabolite. This way if the population is healthy, then the new values will scatter around
one independently from the type of the metabolite. The new, normalized values of the
measured metabolites can be plotted against the investigated persons in a three dimensional
plot, as shown in Figure 21. If the population is not affected by any disorder, then the
levels of the metabolites in their blood is close to the average values, thus we get a more or
less flat green surface. In the case of an affected patient at least one metabolite will show
abnormal (usually more times increased) values in the form of a sharp red peak as shown
in Figure 22.
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Figure 21. Extracted and normalized amino acid result of 120 healthy children.

Figure 22. Extracted and normalized amino acid result of 119 healthy and one
Citrullinaemia affected children.
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2.3 DEVELOPMENT OF DIRECT TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETRIC
ANALYSIS OF AMINO ACIDS IN DRIED BLOOD SPOTS WITHOUT
CHEMICAL DERIVATIZATION

Nowadays there is an increasing need for the extension of the range of screened
metabolites. More and more metabolic diseases became curable, but early diagnosis is
essential for successful treatment in most cases. While the butylation method has been very
successful, its limitations have now also become apparent.
Application of chemical derivatization always introduces the risk of changing the
original composition of the sample by occurring unknown side reactions and strong
discrimination effects. For amino acids it has been reported, that glutamine and asparagine
easily undergo side reactions to form glutamic and aspartic acid48,

75

. Other type

compounds such as acylcarnitines have the tendency to hydrolyze as reported by Johnson76
or undergo unkown reactions77. The incorrect sample preparation leads to even more
sophisticated phenomena: such as appearance of methylated carnitines and mixed methylbutyl esters of amino acids. (This was observed when the evaporation of methanol before
the butylation step was not complete.)
In addition, the analysis of blood samples becomes complex and time-consuming
when various compounds, e.g. carnitines, α and β-amino acids, nucleoside metabolites,
oligosaccharides, steroid hormones etc. are to be determined. The chemical derivatization
of these compounds requires different approaches and treatments, and analytical
techniques clearly. A promising new method in this field is a recently developed, High
Performance Liquid Chromatography coupled with Tandem Mass Spectrometry (HPLCMS/MS) based screening technique75.
The aim of the present study was to develop an alternative to the commonly accepted
method of neonatal screening involving butylation, which does require neither
chromatographic separation nor chemical derivatization for the amino acid determination
in dried bloodspots It is based on MS/MS determination of various underivatized
metabolites using multiple reaction monitoring.
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2.3.1 Experimental
2.3.1.1 Mass spectrometry
A PE Sciex API 2000 (Perkin-Elmer Sciex, Toronto, Canada) benchtop triplequadrupole mass spectrometer equipped with Turbo Ion Spray source was used. The probe
was operated at a sprayer voltage of 5 kV. The electrospray source temperature was set to
100 °C. Curtain gas of 0.14 MPa (20 psi), nebulizer gas of 0.42 MPa (60 psi), turbo gas of
0.21 MPa (30 psi) were applied. A 20 µl sampling loop was fitted to the injector; flow rate
was 50 µL/min using methanol solvent. Peak intensities were determined by averaging the
plateaus of the total ion currents. Data were acquired and processed using Mass Chrom 1.1
software (Perkin-Elmer Sciex, Toronto, Canada), and Multiview 1.4 was used for data
interpretation. MRM technique was applied for tandem mass spectrometric measurements,
where each metabolite had its individual precursor and product ion settings. Specific
fragments were determined for 23 L-amino acids with product ion scans applying
continuous flow sample infusion with a flow rate of 5 µL/min. All the source parameters
and collision energy values were optimized for each component in the MRM experiment.
Among the 23 amino acids studied only 19 were quantitated. The amount of the isobar
glutamine, lysine and of the isomer leucine, isoleucine were estimated by monitoring just
one-one fragmentation channels that cannot distinguish between them. This means that in
their case the sum of the isobaric abundances was measured.

2.3.1.2 Chemicals
Stable isotope labeled standards (15N, 2-13C-Glycine; 2H4-Alanine; 2H8-Valine; 2H3Leucine;
Glutamate;

2

H3-Methionine;
2

H2-Ornithine;

2
2

H5-Phenylalanine;

H2-Citrulline;

2

13

C6-Tyrosine;

2

H3-Aspartate;

2

H3-

H4-13C-Arginine) were purchased from

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Andover, MA. USA). Unlabelled L-amino acids, water,
acetic acid, HPLC grade methanol were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Kft. (Budapest,
Hungary).
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2.3.1.3 Blood spot samples
Blood spots were generated by pipetting 50 µL of whole blood of healthy subjects
(and in one case of a neonate suffering from Citrullinaemia) onto filter papers (often called
Guthrie cards), and were left to dry at ambient temperature at the Central Laboratory of the
Heim Pal Children’s Hospital, Hungary. The diameters of the spots were approximately 12
mm. Note that the same 12 mm size spots were used in all comparisons of the butylation
technique and the new method described below.

2.3.1.4 Sample preparation
The samples studied were dried blood spots on Guthrie cards. After punching them
manually, the spots were transferred to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes. Then the spots were
extracted with 500 µL stock solution of water containing all stable isotope labeled
standards (each at 2.5 µmol/L concentration, equivalent to 1.25 nmol isotope labeled
compound except for glycine for which the values are 12.5 µmol/L and 6.25 nmol,
respectively). Extraction was performed in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes, which is the
procedure described in most papers dealing with blood spot analysis. Extracts were
ultrafiltered using ultrafilter Eppendorf tubes (Microcon YM-3, purchased from Millipore
Bedford, MA, USA) with an approximate 3 kDa molecular weight cut off. The filtrate was
diluted with 1 mL methanol and then transferred onto a strong anion exchange phase. IST
PE-AX solid phase extraction cartridges (purchased from IST, International Sorbent
Technology Hengoed, UK), were used for desalting amino acids. After loading the sample
onto the cartridge, it was washed with 2 mL methanol and eluted with 1.5 mL 5% acetic
acid – methanol solution.
During the optimization process, the applicability of strong cation exchange and
ammonia-conditioned strong cation exchange (resin was conditioned by washing the phase
with 40 % ammonium hydroxyde solution prior to its use) resins were also investigated.
Dowex 50 strong cation exchange resin (100 mg, obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Kft.,
Budapest, Hungary) was added to the amino acid solution or blood spot extract (0.5 mL).
The mixture was vortexed for one minute, and then centrifuged.
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2.3.2 Features and analytical performance of the method developed for the
analysis of amino acid composition of blood without chemical
derivatization
The main objective of this study was to develop a new method for amino acid
quantitation in dried blood spot samples without the need for chemical derivatization. The
method is based on (1) aqueous extraction of the dried blood sample, followed by (2)
ultrafiltration, (3) desalting and (4) tandem mass spectrometric analysis based on the MRM
technique.
Elimination of butyl-esterification enables the use of aqueous extraction instead of the
traditional methanolic extraction, as the extract doesn’t have to be blown to dryness.
Amino acids generally show much better solubility in water than in methanol, thus higher
extraction efficiencies could be obtained. This helps to compensate for the ca. 5-times less
ES sensitivity of underivatized compared to butylated amino acids. Applying aqueous
extraction and omitting esterification introduces two problems, namely, the presence of
macromolecules and high salt (mainly sodium) concentration in the extracts. Ultrafiltration
was applied to remove macromolecules like serum albumin, fibrinogen etc. Filters with 3
kDa cut-off have been used in our experiments, since this is the lowest cut-off of
commercially available filters. Experiments using ultrafiltration resulted in about a 50 %
increase in signal intensity compared to that without ultrafiltration. An additional
advantage (besides removing macromolecules) is that ultrafiltration removes macroscopic
particle impurities and therefore prevents blockages of PEEK-tubing connections and the
electrospray needle efficiently, making the procedure more robust.
As it is commonly known, inorganic salts suppress ionization of amino acids in
electrospray, leading to the loss of sensitivity. Note that butylation hinders chelate
formation of amino acids with sodium ions, which is one of the reasons why it is
universally used in the analysis of blood samples. To clarify this suppression effect, 100
µmol/L aqueous solutions of 23 amino acids at various NaCl concentrations were
examined. As expected, increasing sodium concentration dramatically decreases signal
intensity (Figure 23).
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Figure 23. MRM signals of 23 amino acids, obtained from amino acid standard
solution. Sodium concentration was increased 62.5 µmol/L to 130 mmol/L
Note that sodium at the physiological concentration of 130 mmol/L leads to the loss of
approximately 95% of intensity. To overcome this suppression effect sodium level in the
extracts were reduced. There are several options to achieve this (dialysis, liquid- and solidphase extraction). Among these ion-exchange solid-phase extraction (SPE) was selected,
because this provides the best selectivity and is easy to automate. Three ion exchange
phases were tested both with standard solutions and with blood spot extracts, namely,
protonated strong cation exchange, ammonium-conditioned strong cation exchange, and
acetate-conditioned strong anion-exchange phases. In the case of protonated cation
exchange resin, desalting was not satisfactory. Ammonium-conditioned cation exchange
resin gave acceptable results, but mass spectrometric analysis following this process was
ca. 10 times less sensitive than that using the original technique involving butylation. The
best results were obtained using anion exchange SPE. This was performed following the
aqueous extraction of the blood spot using pre-equilibrated strong anion exchange (PEAX) cartridges. These cartridges have permanently positively charged tetramethyl-amine
functional groups bound to the silica particles and acetate counter ions, as shown in Figure
24.
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Figure 24. The surface of the pre-equilibrated strong anion exchange (PE-AX) resin.
In this case the analyte binding is based on the interaction between the quaternary amine
groups of the resin and the carboxylate anions of the amino acids. This interaction is
characteristic of all amino acids, and thus they are bound in a narrow zone on the cartridge.
Using an acidic eluent (methanol/acetic acid) amino acids are transformed to their cationic
or neutral form and are eluted in a small fraction from the cartridge. For most amino acids
the sensitivity of mass spectrometric detection following this process was 2-5 times better
than using the 'conventional' technique involving butylation. In the rest of our work, this
SPE method has been used.
Following sample preparation discussed above, amino acids yield predominantly
singly charged protonated molecules in ES. Tandem mass spectrometric experiments were
performed utilizing low (ca. 30 eV) collision energy CID. As might be expected78, under
such conditions the main fragmentation processes are loss of H2O, loss of CO, partial loss
of the side-chain and combinations of these. For the identification of various amino acids
their most characteristic fragmentation processes were selected, and these (parent and
product masses, and the corresponding neutral losses) are listed in Table 5.
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Analyte

Q1 mass Q3 mass
neutral losses
(m/z)
(m/z)

Alanine
Arginine

90
175

44
70

H2O and CO
H2O, CO and H2N-CNH-NH2

Asparagine

133

74

H3C-CO-NH2

Aspartic acid

134

74

H3C-COOH

Beta alanine
Citrulline
Glutamine/
Lysine
Glutamic acid
Glycine
Histidine
Hydroxyproline
Leucine+
Isoleucine+
Hydroxyproline
Methionine
Ornithine
Phenylalanine
Proline
Serine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Tyrosine
Valine

90
176

72
70

H2O
H2O, CO and H2NCONH2

147

84

H2O,CO and NH3

148
76
156
132

84
30
110
68

H2O and CO
H2O and CO
H2O and CO
2 H2O and CO

132

86

H2O and CO

150
133
166
116
106
120
205
182
118

56
70
120
70
60
74
188
136
72

H2O, CO and HSCH3
H2O,CO and NH3
H2O and CO
H2O and CO
H2O and CO
H2O and CO
NH3
H2O and CO
H2O and CO

Table 5. The most characteristic fragmentation steps for L-amino acids.
Detection of these processes was based on the MRM technique. This allows optimum
mass spectrometric conditions to be used for each amino acid, thus increasing sensitivity
and selectivity at the same time.
Most mass spectrometry-based techniques do not distinguish between amino acid
isobars or isomers (glutamine and lysine; leucine, isoleucine and hydroxyproline) and only
α-amino acids are detected73. Isomer quantitation typically requires HPLC separation73, 79
or very high resolution for isobars, which are not feasible for screening purposes.
Typically the sum of the concentrations of the isobars within each of the two sets is
determined and used for screening43. We have done the same for the glutamine and lysine
pair and for the leucine, isoleucine and hydroxyproline triplet. In addition, the method
presented here is suitable for distinction and quantitation of various isomers. β-amino acids
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can be distinguished and quantified easily (β-alanine is included in the Tables; note that an
increased level of this compound is indicative of β-alaninaemia). It is also possible to
quantify hydroxyproline separately from its other isobars, and the relevant data are
included

in

the

Tables.

An

increased

level

of

hydroxyproline

indicates

hydroxyprolinaemia. All leucine isomers can be distinguished, although their accurate
quantitation is not straightforward. The predominant fragmentation pathway of
(underivatized) leucine isomers (m/z 132) at relatively low collisional energy is the loss of
H2O and CO, yielding an intense peak at m/z=86. At higher energy consecutive
fragmentation starts to occur, and this is characteristically different for the three
isomers/isobars. The spectra obtained at 45 eV are shown in Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure
27 and these can easily be used for isomer characterization.
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Figure 25. Product ion spectrum of Leucine at a collisional energy of 45 eV.
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Figure 26. Product ion spectrum of Isoleucine at a collisional energy of 45 eV.
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Figure 27. Product ion spectrum of Hydroxyproline at a collisional energy of 45 eV.
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Fragment ion peaks at m/z 43, 69 and 68 are particularly useful for characterizing the
amount of leucine, isoleucine and hydroxyproline, respectively. When the total amount of
leucine, isoleucine and hydroxyproline shows an anomaly, these spectra give sufficient
information to identify the appropriate metabolic disorder. (The most important of these is
maple syrup urine disease, indicated by increased levels of leucine.)
Amino acid quantitation was based on stable isotope labeled internal standards. Those
amino acids, which had no isotope labeled analogues, were quantified using isotope
labeled amino acids with similar mass and chemical properties, as listed in Table 6.

Target analyte
L-Asparagine
Beta-Alanine
L-Histidine
L-Hydroxyproline
L-Proline
L-Serine
L-Threonine
L-Tryptophan

Internal standard used for
quantitation
2
H2-Citrulline
2
H4-Alanine
2
H5-Phenylalanine
13
C6-Tyrosine
2
H5-Phenylalanine
13
C6-Tyrosine
13
C6-Tyrosine
2
H5-Phenylalanine

Table 6 Isotope labeled compound and analyte pairs used for quantitation, when the
isotope labeled analogues were not available.
The isotope labeled standards were added to the extraction solvent, as described in the
Experimental section. The relative signal abundance of the analyte and the corresponding
internal standard is measured, and used for determination of the concentration of amino
acids in blood (endogenous amino acid concentration). Assuming complete equilibration
between blood spot and extraction solvent and knowing the amount of blood dried onto the
filter paper (Guthrie card), the endogenous amino acid concentration can be determined.
Note that the quantity of blood dried onto the spot was accurately controlled in the present
experiments. In 'real-life' samples the quantity of blood on the Guthrie paper may vary
significantly – this may introduce a certain amount of error in the results.
The conventional, simple method of quantitation is based on the following equation:
C ( µmol / L) =

I ( analyte) quant.int .std ( µmol )
∗
I (int .std ) amount.of .blood ( L)

(1)

where C indicates the endogenous amino acid concentration, I indicates the appropriate
MRM signals. To give a specific example, the peak intensity of citrulline in a healthy
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subject was 1.4 times larger than that of the isotope labeled internal standard. The amount
of standard in the extraction solvent is 1.25 nmol, the amount of blood in the spot is 50 µL,
as described in the Experimental section. Calculating with Equation 1 the approximate
endogenous citrulline concentration was found to be 35 µmol/L. Beside this simple,
approximate quantitation method, the linearity and slope of calibration curves were
determined using the method of standard additions. Experiments were performed using
samples spiked with known amounts of amino acids. The blood spots were extracted using
HPLC grade water containing a constant level of the isotope-labeled amino acids, but
spiked with different amounts of unlabeled amino acids. Ion signals of individual amino
acids were divided by the ion signals of the corresponding internal standard. These signal
ratios were displayed as a function of the amount of unlabeled amino acid added to the
extraction solvent. Such a calibration curve is shown in Figure 28 in the case of
phenylalanine.

y=0.03017x+5.0444
2
R =0.9991

40

Normalized intensity

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
-200

0

200

400

600

800

1000

Concentration [µmol/L]

Figure 28. Calibration curve for Phenylalanine.
Concentrations of the added, unlabelled amino acids were converted to 50 µL volume (the
original volume of the blood spot). The y intercept in the curve indicates the signal ratio of
the unlabelled amino acid vs. internal standard when unlabeled amino acid enrichment was
not applied to the extracting solvent. The absolute value of the x intercept (167 µmol/L,
determined by extrapolation) indicates the endogenous phenylalanine concentration.
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Linearity of the calibration curve is excellent (R2=0.999 in the present example, Figure 28)
up to quite high concentrations. Similar curves were also determined for all other
compounds, and the results were qualitatively similar to those shown in Figure 28. To
check the reproducibility of the results these measurements were repeated 5 times in a
single day (intraday reproducibility), and 5 times on different days (interday
reproducibility). The reproducibility measurements always involved separate sample
preparations. Amino acid concentrations obtained in this study are in good agreement with
results determined by other methods43, 49, 75, 79, 80. Table 7 gives a summary of these results,
and also includes information on detection limits. Note that intraday and interday precision
is given as RSD %. Estimation of the detection limits was based on a 3:1 signal-to-noise
ratio. The overall intraday and interday precision of the assay (average of RSD values)
were 7.9 % and 7.6 % (Table 7), respectively. Note that the interday precision for several
amino acids (mostly those of low plasma concentration) are somewhat better than the
intraday precision – this is possibly due to a slight contamination of the instrument in long
series of experiments within a single day.
Analyte

Intra-day

Inter-day

Averaged plasma
RSD (%)
Averaged plasma
RSD (%)
concentration (µmol/l)
concentration (µmol/l)
Alanine
427.0
0.5
437.3
5.1
Arginine
98.1
22.4
118.8
17.9
Asparagine
120.7
9.3
116.8
6.1
Aspartic acid
82.9
10.2
164.7
2.3
Beta alanine
9.5
17.6
4.5
5.6
Citrulline
25.3
16.7
29.4
6.4
Glutamic acid
294.6
1.8
298.8
8.9
Glycine
340.8
5.1
341.2
8.7
Histidine
90.4
1.8
106.1
7.0
Hydroxyproline
22.4
6.1
39.0
7.8
Methionine
31.9
17.5
40.4
7.9
Ornithine
347.6
9.0
299.0
8.3
Phenylalanine
157.4
9.9
137.6
7.4
Proline
201.3
3.2
193.0
7.2
Serine
219.3
5.4
227.5
9.5
Threonine
362.8
0.9
361.9
3.7
Tryptophan
50.1
2.0
35.3
8.2
Tyrosine
138.9
4.9
125.3
8.4
Valine
461.2
6.1
517.7
6.5
average
7.9
7.6

Detection limit
(µmol/l)

41.6
31
22.1
13.2
4.2
8.3
17.6
16.7
3.5
15.7
10
34.2
3.5
3.9
3.7
4.5
2.3
3.3
6.2

Table 7. Measured intraday, interday deviations and detection limits of the applied
method.
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Precision and reproducibility values are perfectly adequate for the needs of neonatal
screening, as the experimental uncertainty is smaller than deviations occurring in a healthy
population (around 25% for most amino acids) and far smaller than differences between
healthy subjects and patients suffering from metabolic disorders. Note that in pathological
cases amino acid concentrations differ from those of healthy subjects typically by more
than 200 %, often even by 10-20 times. As an example, the results obtained by this new
technique from a neonate affected by Citrullinaemia are shown in Figure 29, compared to
that of a healthy subject shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 29. MRM spectrum obtained by the developed method from a Citrullinaemia
affected person.
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Figure 30. MRM spectrum obtained by the developed method from a healthy person.

As discussed above, the MRM peak intensity corresponding to citrulline is 1.4 times
larger than that of the isotope labeled internal standard (2H2-citrulline) in the case of a
healthy subject, while this ratio was 41.4 in the pathological case.

2.4 CONCLUSION
In our work we have introduced the modern tandem mass spectrometric screening
technique for inherited metabolic disorders to Hungary as a pilot study. We cooperated
with several hospitals over the country and showed the Hungarian pediatrics community
the extreme capabilities of this technique. Our first experience was published in cooperation with the Heim Pál Children’s Hospital Budapest (Szabó Teréz, Takáts Zoltán,
Nagy Kornél, Papp Zsuzsanna, Czinner Antal, Oroszlán György, Vékey Károly;
Gyermekgyógyászat 594-603, 52 évf. 6. szám, 2001 nov.).We identified several metabolic
disorders and provided help and direction for the pediatrics in difficult cases, such as
Citrullinaemia and Hyperprolinaemia. It is important to note, that this success encouraged
the pediatric community further to finance the costs of investigations.
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As further development, a new method based on tandem mass spectrometry has been
worked out for neonatal screening of amino acids from blood spots (Kornél Nagy, Zoltán
Takáts, Ferenc Pollreisz, Teréz Szabó and Károly Vékey; Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom.
(IF~2.4) 2003; 17:983-990.). Compared to the conventional technique39, 41, 43, 44, 67, 71-73 this
incorporates two novel aspects. Butyl-esterification is eliminated, simplifying sample
preparation and avoiding side reactions like conversion of glutamine and asparagine to
glutamic and aspartic acids48, 75. Sample preparation is simple and easy to automate by
commercially available, 96/384 plate-compatible instrumentation. Instead of constant
neutral loss scans, multiple reaction monitoring was performed as the detection method.
This allows optimization of experimental parameters for each compound individually,
providing optimum sensitivity and selectivity. Furthermore, application is not limited to
those compounds which show a particular fragmentation (butyl formate loss). At present
23 amino acids can be studied. With the exception of glutamine/lysine and
leucine/isoleucine isobars all other amino acids can be separately quantified. Distinction
between leucine isomers is possible based on their fragmentation pattern.
Probably the most important aspect of the technique developed here is that it is easy to
adapt to further amino acids and also to other compound classes. Sample preparation
(removal of sodium ions and macromolecules) is just as advantageous for the analysis of
amino acids as for other small organic molecules (fatty acids, bile acids etc.) which are
markers of different metabolic disorders.
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3 AN HPLC-MS APPROACH FOR ANALYSIS OF VERY LONG
CHAIN FATTY ACIDS AND OTHER APOLAR COMPOUNDS ON
OCTADECYL-SILICA PHASE USING PARTLY MISCIBLE
SOLVENTS.

3.1 LITERATURE BACKGROUND

3.1.1 Fatty acids in human blood
Fatty acids (saturated and unsaturated) are particularly important as a family of
metabolites in living organisms. These compounds are a major source of energy production
in cells via beta oxidation, tricarboxylic acid cycle, oxidative phosphorylation and energy
storage (ketone bodies)1. They also serve as building units for cell membranes and
precursors in the synthesis of other compounds such as triacylglycerols, phospholipids,
cholesterol, bile acids or steroid hormones via acetyl-coenzymA intermediate.
Deterioration of fatty acid metabolism causes serious illnesses, such as sudden infant death
syndrome, short-; medium-; and long chain fatty acyl CoA dehydrogenase deficiency2-8,
Zellweger syndrome, Infantile Refsum disease, Rhizomelic chondrodysplasia punctata, X
linked adrenoleukodystrophy, Reye Syndrome etc9. Analysis of fatty acids is also of great
importance since they are present in food products, plant oils, living organisms, biodiesel
etc. Fatty acids play an important role in nutritional issues, as some essential fatty acids
(linolic-, and linolenic acid) are suggested to regulate the cholesterol level in serum,
herewith reduce the risk of heart diseases10. This way the different derivatives of fatty
acids such as triaclyglycerols (major components of plant oil) also enjoy high attention11-14.

3.1.2 Determination of fatty acids
There is a large variety of analytical techniques for the characterization, quantitation
and detection of fatty acids in biological matrices. A full literature review of this field is
outside the scope of this work, the interested reader is referred to basic textbooks and
review articles1, 15-19.
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The two most common analytical methods for studying fatty acids and triacylglycerols
are gas chromatography (GC)2, 5, 8, 9, 20, 21 and HPLC4, 12-14, 22-48. GC is usually performed
following preparation of pentafluoro-, methyl- or other derivatives of the samples, as the
low volatility of underivatized fatty acids hinder their effective elution from the GC
column. The high temperatures required for the elution of these compounds is
disadvantageous, as it increases the possibilities for side reactions of the target compounds
and shortens the lifetime of the used capillary column.
Different detection modes have been coupled to the gas chromatograph to detect fatty
acids, for instance Flame Ionization Detector (FID), Electron Ionization Mass
Spectrometry (EI-MS)2, 8, Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) or Electron
Capture Detector (ECD)21.
HPLC analysis of fatty acids is increasingly used and is the subject of the present
work. Several problems that are major limiting factors in GC (need of derivatization, high
temperatures) are eliminated using HPLC, but some others are still drawbacks (difficult
resolution of isomers). The apolar character of fatty acids covers a wide range. For instance
the biologically most important fatty acids span from C16 to C26 carbon numbers having
lgP values between 6.96 and 12.0649. (P being the partitioning ratio of the compound
between n-octanol and water). Without gradient elution efficient separation of fatty acids
with different chain length is unfeasible since it would require prohibitively long analysis
time50. In usual HPLC practice gradient elution with linear solvent strength (LSS) methods
are conducted. To reduce separation time the eluent strength of the second solvent must be
high. Various eluents and eluent mixtures have been used for the separation of fatty acids,
including isopropanol. The latter can be successfully used for efficient elution of fatty
acids and triacylglycerols from octadecyl-silica phase32, 35.
Insufficient light absorbance of fatty acids and the interference with the absorbance of
the applied solvents add to the difficulty of HPLC-UV/VIS analysis of these compounds.
For this reason fatty acid determination in biological and other matrices conventionally
needs derivatization to introduce chromophore or fluorophore23,

29, 33, 40, 48, 51, 52

groups.

These procedures are time consuming and laborious steps and recoveries might be
influenced by the matrix and the conditions applied.
Some other detection alternatives have been also reported for instance Evaporative
Light Scattering Detector (ELSD), Refractive Index Detector (RID), but these applications
exhibited major sensitivity problems.
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Application of mass spectrometry often overcomes detection problems in HPLC as it
provides excellent selectivity, specificity and sensitivity at the same time. For these reasons
High Performance Liquid Chromatography coupled with Mass Spectrometry (HPLC-MS)
is becoming more and more popular53-59. Introduction of atmospheric pressure ionization
techniques, like ES60 and atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI)19, 57, 60, made
the HPLC-MS combination robust and relatively easy to use. Mass spectrometric
detection, on the other hand, puts some restrictions on chromatography, especially in the
selection of solvents, the use of buffers and restrictions on the flow rate53, 61, 62. Various
additives commonly used in HPLC (tetrahydrofuran etc.) can not be used with HPLC-MS,
as they suppress ion signals strongly.
The basic idea in the present work is the use of partly miscible solvents and a stepwise
gradient to achieve fast gradient elution. The main object was to develop a method for
analysis of very long chain fatty acids (C16-C26) in dried blood spots to be used for
medical screening. The technique can be furthermore efficiently used for analysis of other
apolar compounds, as it is illustrated in the case di- and triacylglycerols in plant oil.

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS OF THE DEVELOPED HPLC-MS
METHOD

3.2.1 Chemicals
HPLC grade water, methanol, n-hexane and acetic acid, palmitoic (C16), stearic
(C18), eicosanoic (C20), docosanoic (C22), tetracosanoic (C24), hexacosanoic (C26) acids
were obtained from Supelco-Sigma-Aldrich GmbH (Steinheim, Germany).

2

H4-

docosanoic, 2H4-tetracosanoic and 2H4-hexacosanoic acids were obtained from H.J. ten
Brink, VU Medical Center, Amsterdam. Cold pressed almond oil was obtained from a
local grocery store, and used in diluted form (0.1 % in methanol). A methanolic fatty acid
stock solution was prepared containing 80 µmol/L palmitoic acid; 80 µmol/L stearic acid;
40 µmol/L eicosanoic acid; 20 µmol/L docosanoic acid; 20 µmol/L tetracosanoic acid; and
40 µmol/L hexacosanoic acid. These relative concentrations were selected as most
appropriate for blood analysis.
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3.2.2 Sample preparation
Blood samples were received either as blood spots dried on Guthrie cards or frozen
blood. First 100 µL isotope labeled internal standard mixture containing 2H4-docosanoic
acid in 50 µmoles/L, 2H4-tetracosanoic acid in 50 µmoles/L and 2H4-hexacosanoic acid in 4
µmoles/L concentration was transferred to 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes and the solvent was
evaporated under nitrogen stream. The dried blood spot disc (containing ca. 50 µL blood)
or 50 µL blood was transferred to the Eppendorf tube containing the isotope labelled
internal standard. Then 360 µL acetonitrile and 40 µL 5M hydrochloric acid were added.
The mixture was heated at 80 °C for 1 hour to achieve the hydrolysis of fatty acids from
phospholipid-, triglyceride-, cholesterol- and other esters3. This mixture was then extracted
with 2*0.5 mL n-hexane. The n-hexane was evaporated under nitrogen stream and the
residue was dissolved in 100 µL methanol and used for analysis.
For assessing the accuracy of quantitation, standard addition experiments were
performed by spiking 50 µL blood sample with fatty acids at six different enrichment
levels, adding fatty acids corresponding to 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1250 and 1500 µL stock
solution. The spiked blood samples were prepared as detailed above.

3.2.3 HPLC instrumentation and conditions
The HPLC system used consisted of a binary solvent delivery system (two isocratic
Perkin-Elmer Series 200 LC Pumps connected via a Scientific Systems, Inc. high pressure
mixer device), a Perkin-Elmer Series 200 Autosampler (Norwalk, CT, USA) equipped with
a 10 µl sample loop and a Perkin-Elmer SCIEX API 2000 triple quadrupole mass
spectrometer (Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex, Toronto, Canada). A Purospher Star RP18e (55 mm x 2 mm I.D., particle size 3 µm) column was used, purchased from MERCK
KGaA (Darmstadt, Germany). Experiments were carried out at room temperature, no
column thermostat was applied. All solvents were degassed in an ultrasonic bath prior to
use.
Typical HPLC conditions used in the present work were the following: The column
was conditioned by pumping methanol/water 90/10 v/v% containing 0.2% acetic acid
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(solvent A) through the column for ten minutes using a flow-rate of 200 µL/min. The 10
µL sample was injected. A stepwise gradient program was used switching from solvent A
to solvent B (methanol/n-hexane 90/10 v/v%, also acidified by 0.2% acetic acid) 1 minute
after sample injection. Flow rate was 200 µL/min. After each analysis, the column was reequilibrated with mobile phase A at 200 µL/min for 10 minutes. High speed separation of
fatty acids and triacylglycerols were performed in the same way but the flow rate of
solvent A was set to 300 µL/min and the flow rate of solvent B was set to 700 µL/min.
Note that this flow rate was obtained at a relatively low pressure (ca. 80 bar). In series of
experiments the equilibration time between individual runs was shortened to 2 min,
retention times becoming stationary after 3 injections.

3.2.4 Mass Spectrometry
The mass spectrometer was interfaced to the HPLC system using an APCI source.
APCI corona probe current was 4 µA in positive, 1 µA in negative ion mode, respectively.
Vaporizer temperature was 500 ºC. High-purity nitrogen was used as nebulizer and
collisional gas. Mass spectra of fatty acids were acquired in the m/z=200-450 Th range at
an orifice voltage of -86 V. Cold pressed almond oil was studied at an orifice voltage of 70
V, acquiring the spectra in the m/z=100-1000 Th range.
Using methanol/n-hexane solvent mixture may be regarded as an explosive hazard
using high temperature APCI. Addition of methylene chloride to the eluent can minimize
this problem. Note also that a high flow of inert (nitrogen) nebulizer and auxiliary gas is
added to the solvent vapor in APCI which cools the solvent vapor and reduces the risk of
ignition.
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3.3 FEATURES, ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE AND PROPOSED
SEPARATION MECHANISM OF THE DEVELOPED HPLC-MS
METHOD

The unusual solvent combination of water/methanol/n-hexane was chosen for reversed
phase separation of very long chain fatty acids, because this combination eluted fatty acids
more effectively then acetonitrile or acetone. In addition, the low viscosity of this mixture
provided the option of using high flow rates to achieve unusually short retention times,
which application is not straightforward for the traditional alternative solvent isopropanol.
Applying water/methanol/n-hexane solvents and the HPLC parameters detailed in
Experimental Section and using mass spectrometric detection in negative APCI mode a
mixture of six fatty acids (C16, C18, C20, C22, C24, C26) yields the chromatogram shown
in Figure 31.
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Figure 31. Typical HPLC-MS chromatogram of a fatty acid mixture. Flow rate is 200
µL/min, negative APCI ionization was used. Total ion chromatogram is shown.
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Retention times are quite short and the fatty acids are well separated. To obtain the
chromatogram shown in Figure 31, 10 µL stock solution was injected (containing ca. 100
ng of each fatty acid, see Experimental for details) resulting in good signal-to-noise ratio.
The mass spectra in negative ion APCI mode is very simple, the fatty acids show only one
major peak corresponding to the respective [M-H]- ion (m/z 255 for C16, 283 for C18 etc).
The use of methanol/n-hexane mixture (solvent B) is advantageous for mass
spectrometry, both in terms of sensitivity and signal stability. The methanol/n-hexane
mixture, compared to water has low surface tension (helping to transfer target molecules to
the gas phase) and low viscosity, so relatively high flow rates are accessible in HPLC. In
these studies APCI ionization was used as it showed an order of magnitude better
sensitivity than electrospray both for fatty acids and for triacylglycerols. For fatty acids
negative ion mode, for di- and triacylglycerols (having no acidic groups) positive ion mode
was more advantageous, so these were used respectively.
The retention times shown in Figure 31 are quite short but the chromatogram can be
further speeded up by conditioning the column only for 2 minutes at 300 µL/min flow rate
switching from eluent A to B immediately after injection and by increasing the flow rate of
solvent B to 700 µL/min. This and even higher flow rate modification is feasible on longer
columns with even smaller particle size as well, since the applied solvent mixture has
significantly lower viscosity (resulting in 2-3 times smaller pressure drop along the
coulmn) then the traditional alternative isopropanol. The result is shown in Figure 32.
Resolution between hexacosanoic and tetracosanoic acid (defined as R=2*(tRtRprev)/(w+wprev), here tR and tRprev are the retention times, w and wprev are peak widths at
the baseline for a peak and the previous peak, respectively.) is R=3.4, only slightly worse
than that obtained in Figure 31 (R=4.5), while separation time is less than 2 minutes. The
relatively high flow rates, however, reduce sensitivity by a factor of 5 so there is a trade-off
between sensitivity and analysis time.
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Figure 32. High-speed HPLC-MS chromatogram of a fatty acid mixture. Total ion
chromatogram obtained in negative APCI ionization is shown.
Several solvent combinations were tested to achieve optimal elution of fatty acids
including water, methanol, acetonitrile, isopropanol and n-hexane. Methanol/water and
methanol/n-hexane solvent mixtures gave the best results. Both eluents were slightly
acidified (0.2 % acetic acid), the composition of solvent A (methanol/water) and B
(methanol/hexane) was varied to obtain optimal elution of both the shortest (C16) and the
longest (C26) fatty acid. Results are summarized in Table 8 showing retention times and
peak areas. Table 8 shows that retention times increase with decreasing mobile phase
strength (e.g. changing methanol/water ratio from 9/1 to 8/2), as expected. With increasing
retention time the resolution also increases, although not significantly. Peak areas obtained
from the reconstructed ion chromatograms differ significantly (Table 8) depending on
solvent composition. Determining optimal solvent composition is always a trade-off of
various aspects but for a general purpose the best results were obtained with 90/10 v/v%
methanol/water (mobile phase A) and 90/10 v/v% methanol/n-hexane (mobile phase B).
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Eluent

Composition

A methanol:water

9:1

10:0

9:1

9:1

8:2

B methanol:n-hexane

8:2

9:1

9:1

10:0

9:1

Resolution of C24 and C26

4.3

3.1

4.8

5.3

5.1

Fatty acid

Retention time [minute]

Palmitoic acid (C16)

2.90

1.13

2.85

5.15

4.44

Stearic acid (C18)

3.39

1.40

3.37

6.25

5.07

Eicosanoic acid (C20)

3.86

1.80

3.99

7.42

5.70

Docosanoic acid (C22)

4.35

2.35

4.65

8.70

6.41

Tetracosanoic acid (C24)

4.85

3.02

5.37

10.11

7.56

Hexacosanoic acid (C26)

5.40

3.70

6.16

11.86

8.62

Fatty acid]

Peak area

Palmitoic acid (C16)

2.5E+6

3.5E+6

2.7E+6

2.5E+6

1.8E+6

Stearic acid (C18)

3.8E+6

4.5E+6

3.5E+6

4.0E+6

3.0E+6

Eicosanoic acid (C20)

2.8E+6

3.2E+6

2.6E+6

2.5E+6

1.8E+6

Docosanoic acid (C22)

2.4E+6

2.6E+6

2.2E+6

2.3E+6

1.4E+6

Tetracosanoic acid (C24)

2.7E+6

2.4E+6

2.4E+6

2.6E+6

1.5E+6

Hexacosanoic acid (C26)

5.3E+6

3.5E+6

4.2E+6

3.9E+6

2.3E+6

Table 8. Retention time and peak area of six fatty acids versus mobile phase
composition. Data obtained on a Purospher Star RP-18e (55 mm x 2 mm I.D., particle
size 3 µm) column. Resolution was calculated according to the equation R=2*(tRtRprev)/(w+wprev).
Gradient elution causes zone compression, which results (in an ideal case) in
approximately the same peak-widths for all compounds. A further feature of ideal gradient
elution is that the retention time difference between different members of a homologous
series is approximately constant50. Fig. 31 and 32 show that both conditions are
approximately satisfied. Chromatography was also investigated under isocratic conditions
using methanol/water (9/1) and methanol/n-hexane (9/1) mixtures. The obtained
chromatograms are shown in Figure 33 A and B respectively.
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Figure 33. A and B. Separation of fatty acids using isocratic methods in
methanol/water 9/1 (A) and methanol/n-hexane 9/1 (B) solvent mixtures.
These clearly show that the presented method is gradient elution and not simple
isocratic elution with the second solvent. Dead time of the chromatographic system was
determined as 0.52 min using 200 µL/min flow rate and 0.30 min using 700 µL/min flow
rate experiments determined using 0.02 mg/mL L-serine in methanol. Retention time of the
first peak (C16) is significantly longer (2.85 and 0.92 min, respectively) than the deadtime. The developed technique can be used with various C18 columns, Purospher RP-18e
(125 mm × 4 mm I.D., particle size 5µm); Purospher Star RP-18e (55 mm x 2 mm I.D.,
particle size 3 µm), LiChrospher 100 RP-18 (250 mm × 4 mm I.D., particle size 5µm) and
Nova-Pak C18 (150 mm × 2 mm I.D., particle size 4µm) were tried. All columns gave
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acceptable results and qualitatively similar chromatograms; best results were obtained by
the Purospher Star 100 RP-18e column.
Sensitivity of the developed method for fatty acids and its potential for quantitative
studies was also tested. Docosanoic acid, for example, could be detected at 10 pg quantity
with a signal-to-noise ratio better than 4:1 (using the peak to peak noise definition,
observing the [M-H]- ion). The calibration curve in the 10 pg to 680 ng range showed good
linearity: the regression coefficient (R2) was 0.999. This suggests that quantitation of fatty
acids down to the 10 pg level is possible, which makes this HPLC-MS technique
competitive with time-consuming GC or GC-MS procedures.
The developed HPLC-MS method is robust and well reproducible. These were
checked by measuring the fatty acid standard solution under different conditions and on
different occasions. The composition of both solvent A (methanol/water) and solvent B
(methanol/n-hexane) were varied in the range of 91/9 to 89/11. The average standard
deviation of retention times was 0.14 min, the relative standard deviation being 3%. The
intra- and interday repeatability (standard deviation) of the retention times were 0.03 (n=9)
and 0.07 (n=4) min, respectively.
The presented method involves an unusual solvent combination; the mechanism of
separation can be tentatively described in the following manner. Initially, the pores and
interstitial volume of the column are filled with methanol/water mixture. Due to the high
hydrophobicity (apolarity) of the injected compound (lgP>6) all solutes will be adsorbed
on the surface of the stationary phase inside the pores, so the retention factor will be high
(lgk>10). Assuming a sudden change in mobile phase composition, the solvent
composition in the interstitial volume would change immediately but this would be slow
inside the pores. The dissolution rate will depend on the distribution constant of the solute
in solvent A and solvent B. As the solvent strength in the pores increases the retention
factor of fatty acids will decrease (lgk<1), the solute will be desorbed and travel through
the column with minimal interaction with the stationary phase. Approximating ideal
gradient elution, each fatty acid spends about the same time in the mobile phase, diffusion
coefficients are similar which results in approximately the same peak broadening for each
fatty acid. This qualitative, tentative mechanism explains the experimentally observed
behavior of fatty acids (Figure 31, Figure 32, Figure 33) reasonably.
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3.4 APPLICATIONS
Applicability of the developed HPLC-MS method is illustrated in two different
examples. Very long chain fatty acid (VLCFA) composition of human blood samples is an
important diagnostic tool for identifying various metabolic diseases2-8 (see Introduction).
In medical screening most often straight chain, saturated C16, C18, C19, C20, C22, C24
and C26 fatty acids are studied. The analysis of VLCFAs is usually performed from 100200 µL whole blood after their release by hydrolysis from phospholipid-, triacylglycerol-,
cholesterol- and other esters3, followed by derivatization (yielding methyl5,

20

,

pentaflurorphenyldimethylsilyl2 or pentafluorobenzyl9 derivatives) and analysis by GCMS. To simplify sample handling significant efforts3, 7 are directed to use dried blood spot
for this purpose, which was also adapted in the present work. Applying the HPLC-MS
technique discussed above the sensitivity was sufficient to detect all VLCFA-s in human
blood without chemical derivatization. For this purpose one blood spot, containing ca. 50
µL blood was extracted, as discussed in the Experimental part. Ion chromatograms of the
six fatty acids (corresponding to the respective [M-H]- ions) from the blood of a healthy
individual are shown in Figure 34.
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Figure 34. Individual ion chromatograms of six VLCFAs obtained from a dried blood
spot using negative APCI ionization and selected ion monitoring. Following
hydrolysis of the blood sample no derivatization was needed, the target compounds
were measured in their native form.
The chemical noise in Figure 34 is sufficiently low so the retention time and the
molecular mass provide sufficient selectivity to identify and quantitate VLCFAs from
blood samples. It is known that the presence of biological matrix (blood in the present
case) often suppresses analyte signals. The sensitivity of the developed method in the case
of biological samples was tested by comparing the intensity resulting from 160 pg isotope
labeled 2H4-hexacosanoic acid dissolved in pure methanol and added to blood extract
obtained from a blood spot. The recorded signals were identical in both cases (within the
experimental uncertainty of ~10%) indicating the presence of blood extract did not
suppress sample signals even at very low concentrations. Note that the amount of C26 in
blood samples of healthy persons is very low2, but was easy to detect by the developed
HPLC-MS method.
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Quantitation of VLCFAs was performed by spiking the blood sample with known
amounts of fatty acid as detailed in the Experimental Section. Measurements were
performed in Selected Ion Monitoring (SIM) mode. The peak area ratios of the sample and
reference signals were plotted against amount of fatty acid used for spiking. Results of
quantitation are shown in Table 9.

2

R

Compound

values

Concentration

Concentration

in blood

in blood

[ng/µL]

[µmol/L]

Relative
standard
deviation [%]
(n=8)

Palmitoic acid (C16)

0.9865

298

1166

3.8

Stearic acid (C18)

0.9956

334

1175

4.1

Eicosanoic acid (C20)

0.9831

23

74

3.0

Docosanoic acid (C22)

0.9887

11

34

4.3

Tetracosanoic acid (C24)

0.9922

25

67

4.6

Hexacosanoic acid (C26)

0.9991

4

11

5.7

Table 9. Results of HPLC-MS quantitation of the six measured fatty acids using 200
µl/min flow rate and switching from MeOH:water 9:1 to MeOH/n-hexane 9:1 after
one minute. Detection was performed in negative APCI mode.
The typical calibration curve for hexacosanoic acid is shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. Calibration curve for hexacosanoic (C26) acid constructed after
performing standard addition experiments. Samples were spiked with known amount
of fatty acids. The measured peak areas of C26 were divided by that of the isotope
labeled 2H4-hexacosanoic acid and the ratios were plotted against the sample
enrichment.

The good linearity of the calibration curves and the small standard deviation of fatty
acid concentrations in blood determined this way (ca. 4 %, Table 9) suggest that this
method is well suited for quantitation.
Characterization of acylglycerols is a fast growing field, having strong implications in
biology, food chemistry, quality control etc12-14,

30, 63-65

. An important segment is the

characterization of plant oils, consisting of mainly tri- and diacylglycerols. The HPLC-MS
method discussed above for fatty acid analysis can easily be adapted for the analysis of
other hydrophobic compounds, like triacylglycerols. Figure 36 shows such an example, the
analysis of a cold pressed almond oil sample. HPLC conditions were the same as to those
used for the high-speed fatty acid analysis described above and detection was performed
using positive ion APCI. Di- and triacylglycerols yielded [M+H]+ ions. The cone voltage
was set to a medium-high value (70 V), which resulted in the appearance of fragment ions,
useful for structural characterization of acylglycerols12, 30.
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Figure 36. Total ion chromatogram obtained from a cold pressed almond oil sample
by HPLC-MS. Several components are eluted as partially overlapped peaks, which
can be resolved into individual components using ion chromatograms as shown in the
insert.
Based on molecular mass and the fragment ions the major peaks in Figure 36 were
identified. For instance, in the case of the peak at 6.2 minute retention time the molecular
mass is 887.8 Da. This information combined with the mass of the main fragment ions
(m/z 603.5 and 605.6) suggests the presence of a triacylglycerol containing two oleic and
one stearic acid chains. In this way most peaks in the 3.5-7 min time window were
identified as triacylglycerols with LLL, PLL, LLO, PLO, OOL, POO, OOO and SOO
composition (L stands for linoleic acid, C18:2, O for oleic acid, C18:1, P for palmitoic
acid, C16:0, S for stearic acid, C18:0). Several components are partially overlapped in the
total ion chromatograms but these can be resolved into individual components using
reconstructed ion chromatograms (see insert in Figure 36). The three large peaks in the 1.62.2 min retention time window are diacylglycerols (LL, PL and PO composition). The
peaks in the 2.2-3.5 min retention time window correspond to triacylglycerol oxidation
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products known to be present in plant oils. The brief analysis discussed here is in good
agreement with the known composition of almond oil measured by other HPLC methods12,
30

. The chromatogram in Figure 36 provides very fast analysis, comparable or better to

those obtained on monolithic columns30. Note that solvent consumption is only small
fraction of that required by monolithic columns (0.7 vs. 5 mL/min). The combination of
fast analysis time and low solvent consumption is of particular importance in high
throughput experiments often needed for food analysis.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS
A novel HPLC-MS technique was developed for the analysis of very long chain fatty
acids and other apolar compounds in biological matrices (Nagy Kornél, Jakab Annamária,
Fekete Jenő, Vékey Károly; Anal. Chem. (IF~5.09) 2004 Apr. 1;76(7):1935-1941.). This
involves the use of partially miscible solvents (methanol/water vs. methanol/hexane) and
uses stepwise gradient elution. Separation is believed to be based on a liquid-liquid
extraction between the liquid inside the micropores of the column (methanol/water) and the
interstitial mobile phase (methanol/hexane), which significantly different from the
common HPLC theories. The developed method is well suited not only for fatty acid
analysis, but also for studying various apolar compounds like triacylglycerols.
The described method has a number of advantages satisfying the increased demand for
selective and sensitive high-throughput techniques. The presented technique is
reproducible, robust and sensitivity is excellent: quantitation limits in the low pg range
were obtained with the API 2000 instrument. Laborious and time-consuming derivatization
is unnecessary, fatty acids (and other compounds) can be studied in their native state.
Analysis time is very fast (re-equilibration time 2 min, separation time 2 min for fatty
acids, 7 min for triacylglycerols), comparable to those observed on monolithic columns but
consuming only a small fraction of the solvent. Increasing the flow rate is just as feasible
on longer columns with even smaller particle size as well, since the applied solvent
mixture has significantly lower viscosity (resulting in 2-3 times smaller pressure drop
along the coulmn) then the traditional alternative isopropanol. This unique feature makes
this method ideal for future development with the recently introduced Ultra Performance
Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) column family.
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Using the method developed for the study of fatty acids excellent results were
obtained also for other hydrophobic compounds (triacylglycerols) without any change in
the solvent composition or the stepwise gradient method. This suggests that the method
presented here can be adapted with a minimum amount of method development for other
compound classes, like sterols as well.
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4 ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION FOURIER TRANSFORM ION
CYCLOTRON RESONANCE MASS SPECTROMETRY OF HUMAN
ALPHA-1-ACID GLYCOPROTEIN

4.1 LITERATURE BACKGROUND
To understand the functions and activities of glycoproteins in living organisms, it is
necessary to determine their structures. Characterization of post-translational modifications
is particularly important. Furthermore, the growing number of recombinant glycoproteins
used as therapeutic agents1 calls for more and more efficient methods for characterizing the
glycosylation pattern of these molecules. Mass spectrometry continues to play an important
role in these fields, the more so after the development sensitive methods for creating
gaseous ions from liquids and solids2. The characterization of glycoproteins by mass
spectrometry is typically more difficult than the mass spectrometric analysis of proteins
because glycoproteins exhibit extensive heterogeneity, and because they are ionized less
efficiently than proteins. There are two basic approaches for the mass spectrometric
analysis of glycoproteins: mass analysis of the intact molecules and mass analysis of
fragments following digestion. These two approaches often complement each other in
terms of information provided. The fragments from digestion generally have relatively low
masses; mass analysis of the intact molecules requires very high mass-resolution. Whereas
analysis of digested fragments is widely used, reports on analyses of intact glycoproteins
have been limited3. To analyze intact molecules with molecular masses above 20 kDa at
high mass resolution, Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) mass
spectrometry is the method of choice4-7. In this section of my PhD thesis an approach to
analyze intact, heavily sialylated glycoprotein is presented based on exploitation of the
ultrahigh resolution of FT-ICR mass spectrometry. It is believed this represents the first
successful electrospray FT-ICR analysis of intact human alpha-1-acid glycoprotein.

4.1.1 Alpha-1-acid glycoprotein biological background
Alpha-1-acid glycoprotein (AGP, also called Orosomucoid, OMD) is a clinically very
important, 40 kDa acute-phase plasma glycoprotein synthesized by the liver. Its
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concentration level in serum is about 1 g/l8. According to the SwissProt database its
peptide backbone is a single chain of 201 amino acids (if signal peptide is included) with
two disulfide bridges at positions 23-165 and 90-183. Three adjacent genes (AGP-A, AGPB and AGP-B’) encode the OMD1 and OMD2 variants, which differ from each other by 22
amino acids. Amino acid substitutions have been observed (at position 50 and 65),
probably reflecting the polymorphism in the human population8. OMD (one of the most
heavily glycosilated glycoproteins in serum9) contains five N-asparaginyl-linked glycan
chains in di-, tri-, and tetraantennary forms at positions 33, 56, 72, 93 and 103.
The glycan chains are often terminated with N-acetylneuraminic acid, leading to pI
values of 2.8-3.88. The exact biological function of OMD remains unknown, however it
has the ability to bind and carry basic and neutral lipophilic drugs8. As an acute-phase
glycoprotein, its serum concentration and carbohydrate composition change in response to
tissue injury, inflammation or during pregnancy or alcoholic liver cirrhosis8, 10. It is known
that the immunomodulatory and binding activities of OMD are mostly dependent on its
carbohydrate composition8. OMD is also a tumor marker. Its glycosylation pattern reflects
the condition of patient affected by malignant diseases.

4.1.2 Structure of glycoprotein glycan chains
The following features characterize the primary structure of N-glycans: (a) number of
antennas (branched sugar chains), (b) degree of sialylation (number of sialic acid
cappings), (c) presence of the fucosyl units on the glycan core or on the antennae, (d)
number of lactoseamine units11. Generally the monosaccharide composition consists of
galactose, mannose, fucose, N-acetylglucosamine and N-acetylneuraminic acid building
residues. Every N-linked glycosylation in mammals begins with the addition of the same
glycan core (a pentasaccharide consisting of two N-acetylglucosamine and three mannose
units) to the peptide backbone3. Despite this, the glycosylation process (through the
endoplasmatic reticulum and the Golgi apparatus compartments of the cell) results in a
final population of glycans showing considerable heterogeneity12-14.
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4.1.3 Summary of AGP analysis methods
The microheterogeneities in the peptide backbone, which result from the genetic
variance, are usually investigated using immobilized copper (II) affinity chromatography.
Two main strategies have been developed for the characterization of glycan
microheterogeneities. One called glycoform analysis, is based on the direct separation of
native glycoproteins, using electrophoresis, anion-exchange or Concanavalin A lectin
chromatography15-17. The other is based on the analysis of the N-glycan chains released
from proteins either enzymatically or chemically (PNGase F treatment or hydrazinolysis).
This second group of analytical strategies involves HPLC and electrophoretic separations
and require the introduction of chromophores by derivatizing with groups such as 2aminobenzamide18, 2-aminobenzoic acid18-20, 2-aminopyridine21, 8-aminonaphthalene1,3,6-trisulfonate22, 23, 2-aminoacridone or 3-acetoamido-6-aminoacridine24. Investigations
have been carried out on both sialoglycans and digested asialoglycans15. Mass
spectrometric investigations, mainly utilizing matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight (MALDI TOF) mass spectrometry have also been performed for the
glycosilation profiling of AGP. Some of the papers deal with the intact profiling of AGP3,
16

and with the examination of digested AGP25. Others describe the analysis of the released

native or derivatized glycan chains3,

11, 24, 26

and the analysis of the desialylated,

underivatized glycans27. The electrospray-based investigation of the permethylated
glycans11,

28

and the electrospray-based examination of the consecutively (cyanogen

bromide and glutamyl endopeptidase) digested glycoproteins29 have also been reported.

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL

4.2.1 Chemicals
HPLC grade methanol, water, acetonitrile, formic acid, ammonia solution (35%,
aqueous), acetic acid, trifluoro-ethanol and human AGP were obtained from Sigma UK.
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4.2.2 Basics of the applied FT-ICR technique
The thorough description of FT-ICR technique is described elsewhere4-7, here a short
overview is given to facilitate understanding of the present chapter.

4.2.2.1 Motion of ions in the ICR cell
In an FT-ICR experiment ions generated by an external ion source are first collected in a
linear multipole trapping device and then are transferred in a relatively coherent pocket to
the ICR cell. The ions are trapped in the ICR cell by applying two electrically charged and
oppositely placed trapping plates perpendicular to the motion of the ions and the applied
magnetic field. This way, ions cannot escape from the ICR cell, but oscillate between the
trapping plates, parallel to the magnetic field B (see Figure 37). The applied very high
magnetic field (several Tesla) compels ions to undergo the cyclotron motion in the
imaginary x-y plane around the imaginary z axis (parallel to the magnetic field) of the cell
as shown in Figure 37. The imperfection of the applied trapping fields (theoretically
infinite trapping fields would be required) results in an undesired motion of ions around the
z axis of the cell: the magnetron motion. Summarizing, ions trapped in the ICR cell
undergo three basic motions: 1 oscillation between the trapping plates; 2 cyclotron motion
around the imaginary z axis (axis parallel to the magnetic field) of the cell; 3 magnetron
motion, which is a result of simultaneous application of the finite trapping fields and
cyclotron motion.

Figure 37. Scheme of an ICR cell.
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4.2.2.2 Detection of ions
FT-ICR mass spectrometry measures the cyclotron frequency of ions (assuming ideal
conditions) to calculate their mass. In this process, ions undergoing cyclotron motion
induce so called “image current” in the detection plates (labeled as D in Figure 37) of the
ICR cell. To obtain the final mass spectrum this “image current” is measured, Fourier
transformed and converted to mass-to-charge ratios. In order to obtain detectable “image
current” the ions must come near to the detection plates by being excited to a large
cyclotron radius. Excitation of ions occurs by applying radio frequency excitation voltage
to the excitation plates (labeled as E in Figure 37). Thus after the trapping event ions are
excited and then measured in the ICR cell as a transient current.

4.2.2.3 Quadrupolar excitation axialization (QEA) of ions
A condition of a successful ICR detection is that ions must be confined along the z axis of
the cell, which is parallel to the magnetic field. However, this condition is never fulfilled
perfectly. It becomes a particular problem a) when ions have spent a long time period in
the cell before detection; b) after fragmentation of ions or c) extreme trapping
circumstances are applied. QEA30, 31 is a technique, which can compensate this problem by
axializing ions along the z axis of the cell. This is achieved by converting the magnetron
motion into cyclotron motion by applying collision gas and quadrupolar excitation.

4.2.3 Instrumentation
A BioApex II (Bruker Daltonics Ltd., U.K.) 9.4 T Fourier transform ion cyclotron
resonance mass spectrometer32 was used for this work. The instrument was equipped with
a continuous flow Harvard syringe pump connected to an external electrospray ion source.
The flow-rate used was 100 µl/h. A potential difference of approximately 5 kV was
maintained between the needle and capillary of the electrospray source. The drying gas and
nebulizer gas pressures were 30 and 12 psi respectively. Carbon dioxide was used as both
the drying gas and the nebulizer gas, while nitrogen was used as the axialization gas (5.0
mbar in the buffer vessel) during the quadrupolar excitation axialization experiments. The
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electrospray source temperature was set to 250 °C. The ions formed were accumulated in a
linear hexapole ion guide for a period of 7 s, prior to their introduction into the ICR cell.
The ICR cell was an Infinity Cell (6 cm in diameter)32 and dipolar excitation was used to
excite the ions to a detectable cyclotron orbit. The instrument was controlled using
XMASS 5.0.10 (Bruker Daltonics Ltd., U.K.) software, running under IRIX. 5.3 on a
Silicon Graphics Indy. Data files consisted of 512 K (524288) data points.

4.2.4 Single broadband experiments
These experiments consisted of the following sequence of events: source and cell
quench, ionization, ion accumulation in the hexapole, ion injection into the ICR cell,
excitation, and detection. Excitation and detection were performed over a mass range of
m/z 1000-7000.

4.2.5 Isolation, QEA and combined experiments
Isolation consisted of the following event-sequence: source and cell quench,
ionization, ion accumulation in the hexapole, ion injection into the ICR cell, a correlated
sweep (isolation), excitation, and detection. Excitation and detection were performed over
a mass range of m/z 1000-7000. The width of the isolation window was 100 Hz
(corresponding to about 6.5 m/z).
QEA experiments were performed using Bruker’s implementation of QEA. This
consisted of the following event-sequence: source and cell quench, ionization, ion
accumulation in the hexapole, ion injection into the ICR cell, gas pulse into the ICR cell
(buffer vessel containing nitrogen at 5 mbar, where a solenoid valve between the vessel
and the ICR cell was opened for one second), axialization, a pumping delay to allow the
nitrogen to be pumped away prior to excitation, excitation, and detection. The pumping
delay after axialization lasted 8 s. Excitation and detection were performed over a mass
range of m/z 1000-7000.
Combined isolation and QEA experiments consisted of the following event sequence:
source and cell quench, ionization, ion accumulation in the hexapole, ion injection into the
ICR cell, a correlated sweep (isolation), gas pulse (nitrogen) into the ICR cell, axialization,
a pumping delay to allow the nitrogen to be pumped away prior to excitation, excitation,
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and detection. The pumping delay after axialization again lasted 8 s. Excitation and
detection were performed over a mass range of m/z 1000-7000.

4.2.6 Process of external calibration used for fitting purposes
External calibration was performed using Cytochrome C from equine heart (Sigma
Aldrich) as a standard. The sequence for the Cytochrome C sample was known, allowing a
reference list of isotopomers within different charge states to be created for use during
calibration. In order maintain experimental conditions as close as possible to those used for
the acquisition of the AGP spectrum, the Cytochrome C spectrum used for calibration was
recorded using Bruker's implementation of QEA within the "pulse program" (experimental
sequence). The AGP spectrum was acquired using an isolation stage (correlated sweep) in
addition to the QEA step, but no species were isolated during the acquisition of the
Cytochrome C spectrum, as this would have limited the number of charge states, and hence
isotopomers, available for calibration purposes. Once the calibration of the Cytochrome C
spectrum had been performed, the calibration data was exported within XMASS to the
AGP spectra.

4.3 ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION OF HUMAN AGP AND
PERFORMANCE OF THE DEVELOPED FT-ICR EVENT SEQUENCE
Electrospray ionization33-35 was used to produce multiply charged ions from the
sample. Such multiply charged ions favor more efficient transmission through an
accumulation multipole unit and also induction of strong image currents in the ICR cell.
(Owing to length reasons the details of FT-ICR technique are outside the scope of this
thesis.)
It was found that addition of a large amount (50%) of trifluoro-ethanol (TFE) to water
in the solvent system provided encouraging improvement in the mass spectra of AGP
samples. Using an AGP standard in a concentration of 50 µM in a solvent composition of
water and trifluoroethanol (1:1) allowed the recording of signals that were generated from
intact AGP ions. Signals were observed at m/z 2900-3200 corresponding to ten-to-fourteen
charge states of AGP (35-40 kDa molecular mass). This result established that intact,
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heavily sialylated glycoproteins could be observed using positive-ion electrospray mass
spectrometry.
Several other commonly used solvent systems (water, acetonitrile, methanol, formic
acid, ammonia, ammonium-acetate buffers) and their mixtures were also tested as
electrospray solvents for AGP ionization, but no signals could be obtained. In addition,
different sample preparation methods were tested in attempts to enhance the efficiency of
ion formation.
AGP contains two disulfide bonds. These bonds were reduced in order to unfold the
molecule. The method developed by Scigelova et al. was used36. This treatment showed no
significant effect on the quality of the mass spectra.
Desalting of AGP standard was performed using two different methods: dialysis using
dialysis tubes (10 kDa cut-off) and size exclusion chromatography on Sephadex PD-10
columns. This procedure was monitored by adding Bradford reagent to the eluted fractions.
This reagent forms intense blue color in the presence of proteins and glycoproteins. It is
important to note that this reagent cannot be used with any organic solvents. For example
Bradford reagent yields intense blue color also in the present of trifluoro-ethanol, even if
no proteins are present. Thus, it was not possible to perform desalting with same solvents
as required for mass spectrometric analysis. AGP was successfully eluted from the PD-10
column (this was checked by MALDI experiments) in a well-defined fraction using only
water as eluent and the TFE was added (which was required for the mass spectrometric
analysis) after the desalting step. Neither of these desalting procedures improved the
signals observed in the mass spectrum.
Cation37,

38

or anion39,

40

attachment may enhance the efficiency of ion formation

during the electrospray process. Such ion attachment was attempted to achieve efficient
ionization in both positive and negative ion modes, without any success. Also
"supercharging" experiments41 were performed to enhance ionization, where the solvents
were enriched with small amount of liquids possessing high surface tension. No notable
improvements could be observed in the mass spectra.
Using the previously mentioned trifluoro-ethanol:water (1:1) mixture as the
electrospray solvent mixture, the typical positive-ion mode mass spectrum of AGP is
shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38. Positive-ion ESI broadband FT-ICR spectrum of the human AGP sample.
The sample was dissolved in trifluoro-ethanol:water 1:1 solvent mixture to a
concentration of 50 µM. Noise signals appear at m/z 3300, 2300 and 1750.
The circumstances for the ICR detection were not favorable, due to the space-charge
effects caused by the presence of a large number of different ion packets in the ICR cell. It
is interesting to note that one scan of the same sample looked nearly the same as the
accumulated spectrum of 250 scans; the accumulation of scans did not improve the quality
of the spectrum. This was explained in terms of the Coulombic repulsion between the large
number of trapped ions.
The many different ion species would have resulted from the inherently broad
heterogeneity of AGP and the fact that this particular sample (obtained from Sigma) was a
pooled sample, meaning it consisted of AGPs from many persons. Different ionic species
would have been formed from the various different glycoforms of AGP with their different
degrees of sialic acid capping and fucosilation. The peptide backbone of AGP may differ
from one person to another, which again would increase the number of combinations. The
different charge states of the same molecule would further increase the number of ion
species and further complicate the spectrum. Thus many thousands of different species of
ions might have been formed in the ESI source. In Figure 38, the distribution of AGP
signals begins at approximately m/z 2600 and ends at approximately m/z 3200. It is
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believed that the higher-end limit would have been affected by the limits of the hexapole
ion guide's transmission efficiency and it is very possible that ions with lower charge states
and higher m/z values had also been generated.
To investigate and hopefully reduce the problem among the interaction of different ion
species, correlated sweep (isolation) experiments were performed. After optimization of
the parameters for the isolation experiments, different m/z values from the wide AGP
signal distribution (Figure 38) were selected for isolation. Isolation of a narrower m/z
range was performed (Figure 39), but the resolution was unsatisfactory and the sensitivity
was decreased.
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Figure 39. Comparison of two averaged (40 scans) positive electrospray FT-ICR
spectra of human AGP after isolation. In the upper spectrum only isolation was
performed, while the lower spectrum shows the result after both isolation event and
quadrupolar excitation axialization were performed.
During the isolation event, ions of interest would have been undesirably excited offresonance and pushed radially away from the z-axis of the ICR cell. To correct for this
effect and achieve higher sensitivity, quadrupolar excitation axialization30,

31

was

performed. A short pulse of gas was introduced into the ICR cell (see Experimental). This
technique affects the interconversion of the magnetron-cyclotron motions so that ions
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become re-axialized along the z-axis (parallel to the magnetic field) of the ICR cell,
improving signal intensity and peak shape.
Broadband measurements were made after performing QEA alone on the standard
AGP sample. The sensitivity decreased dramatically and still no individual peaks could be
observed. Combined isolation-QEA experiments were then performed. Applying these two
techniques together resulted in dramatic improvement in the accumulated mass spectra
regarding both the signal-to-noise ratio and the resolution (see Figure 40).
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Figure 40. A typical averaged (150 scans) positive-ion ESI FT-ICR spectrum of
human AGP after isolation and quadrupolar excitation axialization.

Using isolation and QEA in combination, the signal-to-noise ratio in individual scans
was significantly lower than that observed in normal broadband mode. However,
application of isolation and QEA together did improve the “scan-to-scan” reproducibility
and stability of signals, thus the accumulation of the spectra significantly improved signalto-noise ratio. Applying a combination of a correlated sweep and QEA allowed the
resolution of isotopomers of a chosen glycoform of AGP. This result is believed to be the
first observation where the isotopomers of intact human AGP, an extremely heterogenous
glycoprotein could be resolved. In addition, this was the first application of isolation
combined with QEA for the detection of an intact glycoprotein in a heterogenous mixture.
FWHM resolution was between 50,000 and 60,000. The characteristic signal patterns
(several maxima) were observed in the spectra that suggested adjacent or overlapping
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isotopomer patterns of certain AGP species. Experiments were performed where the
stability of the observed signal profile (pattern of the isotopomers) was investigated. Both
the isolation window and the QEA range were shifted in consecutive steps to prove that the
maxima and distribution of the signal pattern was not influenced by the isolation or QEA
event.
Evaluating the mass spectrum of AGP, first the charge state of the ions was
determined. By measuring the spacing between two adjacent peaks that corresponded to
two isotopomers of AGP, it was possible to calculate their charge state. The molecular
masses were calculated by multiplying the m/z values of the measured ions by the
calculated charge state and were found to be in the range of m/z 30,000-40,000. In
addition, the same AGP molecule was found in different charge states, further establishing
that the signals represented AGP ions and were not artifacts.
From the measurements it can be concluded that the standard AGP sample represented
enormous diversity and that a very high number of different ionic species were
contributing to the mass spectrum. The analysis could be assisted, however, by recognizing
the limitations on the possible structures existing for most common versions of AGP. From
consultation of the literature, the limitations shown can be set out as a set of rules (Table
10). Based on preliminary experiments, it was established that the AGP samples contain
significant amount of sodium and the sialic acid units exist preferably as sodium salts
(Table 10, rule 15).
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number
1

Observations/assumptions
gene AGP-A is expressed in much more amount than the others, thus
ORM1 is the major component of AGP in serum27

2

glycosylation site 1. never carries tetra-antennary glycan27

3

glycosylation site 2. never carries glycan with fucose27

4

glycosylation site 4. never carries di-antennary glycan27

5

only glycosylation sites 4. and 5. carries glycans with more than one
fucose27

6

glycosylation site 1. carries mainly triantennary glycans24

7

glycosylation site 2. carries mainly di-antennary glycans24

8

glycosylation sites 3., 4., 5. carry mainly tetra-antennary glycans24

9

the most common glycan chains can be sorted into six different antennary
versions after desialilization3, 12

10

one glycan chain incorporates usually maximum one fucose unit3, 12

11

all di-antennary glycans carry at least one sialic acid unit

12

all tri-antennary glycans carry at least two sialic acid units

13

all tetra-antennary glycans carry at least three sialic acid units

14
15

the amount of elongated tetra-antennary glycan chains is small compared
to the other types12
each sialic acid unit was present in its sodium salt form (very high sodium
level in the sample, and own observations from MALDI measurements)

Table 10. Limitations and assumptions used to generate the most common variants of
human AGP.

Thus, by focusing on the most common AGP species through the application of these
rules, the number of possible AGP glycan versions was reduced from many millions to
767. The atomic compositions and exact masses of each of these AGP glycan versions
were calculated, and put into tabular form, which served as a searchable database, which
associated possible glycan structures with measured molecular masses. For the
calculations, the most common AGP peptide backbone versions which can be also found in
the SWISSPROT database (http://ca.expasy.org/sprot/):OMD1 were used. The base
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sequence of OMD1 peptide backbone (201 amino acids) including signal peptide (18
amino acids) is the following:
MALSWVLTVL

SLLPLLEAQI

PLCANLVPVP

ITNATLDQIT

GKWFYIASAF

RNEEYNKSVQ

EIQATFFYFT

PNKTEDTIFL

REYQTRQDQC

IYNTTYLNVQ

RENGTISRYV

GGQEHFAHLL

ILRDTKTYML

AFDVNDEKNW

GLSVYADKPE

TTKEQLGEFY

EALDCLRIPK

SDVVYTDWKK

DKCEPLEKQH

EKERKQEEGE

S
Two frequently encountered amino acid substitutions are stated in the SWISSPROT
database for OMD1, namely: the substitution of glutamine at position 38 by arginine which
yields OMD1*S and the substitution of valine at position 174 by methionine which yields
OMD1*F2. In addition, other amino acid substitutions may be present at positions 50 and
65 (including signal peptide). Schmid et al. reported that the most probable substitutions at
these positions are the substitution of phenylalanine (position 50) by alanine and the
substitution of threonine (position 65) by alanine42. All of these amino acid substitutions
were allowed for the calculations and simulations.
To examine the isotopic pattern of AGP, one glycan structure (C574H929O415N41Na14,
monoisotopic mass = 15344.03228 AMU) and one OMD1 peptide backbone sequence
(OMD1*S, C997H1469O298N253S5, monoisotopic mass = 21913.61761 AMU) were chosen to
calculate an atomic composition. With the help of the XMASS software, the theoretical
isotopic pattern could be reconstructed at any desired theoretical resolution and charge
state. Such a simulated isotopic pattern is shown in Figure 41.
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Figure 41. A simulated distribution of the isotopomer peaks of a certain human AGP
variant (OMD1*S with a glycan composition of C574H929O415N41Na14,
monoisotopic mass = 15344.03228 AMU).

The calculations were based on an atomic composition of: C1571H2398N290O713S5Na26,
the charge state was +12 and the resolution was 60,000 (FWHM). As evident from Figure
39, the identification of the monoisotopic peak from a measured isotopic distribution
would be difficult and the selection of the most abundant isotope peak would not be
straightforward. Thus, the results were analyzed by fitting and comparing theoretical and
experimental isotope distributions. As an example, an isotope distribution was chosen from
the mass spectrum where a maximum could be observed. Using the rules from Table 10,
different theoretical isotope patterns were overlaid on top of experimentally-produced mass
spectra in order to determine the elemental composition of the species observed, as shown
in Figure 42.
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Figure 42. The simulated distribution of the isotopomer peaks of a certain human
AGP variant and the measured spectrum (150 scans accumulated) are fitted together.
The fitted AGP variant has the atomic composition of C1549H2358N292O701S6Na24.
This corresponds to the sum of a modified OMD1 peptide backbone (with a substitution of
glutamine at position 38 by arginine, the substitution of valine at position 174 by
methionine and the substitution of phenylalanine at position 50 by alanine) and a sugar
composition of C558H893N39O403Na12. The above given sugar composition may correspond
to the possible glycosylation scenario shown in Figure 43.
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Figure 43. A possible glycosilation scenario for the sugar composition
C558H893N39O403Na12.
The quality of fitting was characterized by calculating the mass difference between the
measured and the fitted, theoretical peaks and expressing it in ppm format. The difference
was less than 0.1 ppm for well resolved peaks and around 4 ppm for badly resolved peaks
at the side of the isolation range. As the commonly accepted accuracy limit for high
resolution measurements is 5 ppm, the results are acceptable and reliable. Other glycoform
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compositions in our database are at least 500 ppm away from the fitted composition. This
makes it highly probable that the above given composition fits best to the measured peaks.
However, as mass measurement can’t distinguish between species with same mass but
different structure this comparison of the calculated and measured distributions can
provide atomic composition information for an assumed target compound (i.e. a particular
variation of AGP), but cannot distinguish between many possible structural isomers.
Tandem mass spectrometry43, 44 would be required for further structural elucidation.

4.4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have developed an FT-ICR technique for the ultrahigh resolution measurement of
human AGP in its intact (not digested) form without the need of enzymatic or chemical
digestion, derivatization or preliminary chromatographic separation (Electrospray
Ionization Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry of Human
Alpha-1-acid Glycoprotein; Kornél Nagy, Károly Vékey, Tímea Imre, Krisztina Ludányi,
Mark P. Barrow, Peter J. Derrick accepted in Anal. Chem. (IF~5.09)). It is believed this is
the first report detailing the analysis of intact human alpha-1-acid glycoprotein using
electrospray FT-ICR mass spectrometry.
We found that this heavily glycosylated protein has particular affinity to sodium
cations and it is likely that this serves as a reason why it doesn’t yield signals under
negative electrospray conditions. However, our research has shown that a large amount of
trifluoro-ethanol as co-solvent (50%) enhanced ion formation under positive electrospray
circumstances and this allowed the production of signals from the intact very acidic human
AGP. It could be concluded, that human AGP exhibits enormous diversity, which hinders
the detection of ions in the ICR cell.
To overcome this problem, isolation and axialization experiments were performed and
a unique high, monoisotopic resolution of certain glycoforms of human AGP was
achieved. It is believed that this method may be particularly useful to explore, identify, or
confirm the microheterogeneities of a glycoprotein.The results suggest that ultrahigh
resolution mass spectrometry may play a key role when profiling post-translational
modification heterogeneity of proteins and intact characterization of large (MW>20 kDa)
glycoproteins, could be feasible.
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5 SUMMARY
Early detecion of different diseases and their prompt treatment may save lives and
prevent deterioration of the state of patients, often providing continued healthy life.
Modern analytical instrumentation like mass spectrometry can analyze the composition of
body fluids very efficiently providing the possibility to diagnose the diseases swiftly and at
high-throughput scale. The goal of my studies was to exploit the capabilities of mass
spectrometry in the field of clinical chemistry, to develop and to use methods for the
determination of compounds of clinical importance in body fluids.
We introduced the modern, increasingly used electrospray tandem mass spectrometric
screening method for detection of inherited metabolic disorders to Hungary (Szabó Teréz,
Takáts Zoltán, Nagy Kornél, Papp Zsuzsanna, Czinner Antal, Oroszlán György, Vékey
Károly; Gyermekgyógyászat 594-603, 52 évf. 6. szám, 2001 nov.). We developed cooperations with several hospitals over the country. In the framework of this co-operation,
we identified several metabolic disorders including amino acidurias and beta oxidation
disorders. In one case a small child lying in coma was successfully and timely diagnosed
and his life could be saved. The achieved results made the Hungarian pediatric community
realize the usefulness of mass spectrometry in the field of clinical chemistry. Now this
technique is becoming to be a routine screening in Hungarian clinical practice.
We developed a tandem mass spectrometric method for the determination of amino
acids in blood without the need to use of chemical derivatization or chromatographic
separation (Kornél Nagy, Zoltán Takáts, Ferenc Pollreisz, Teréz Szabó and Károly Vékey;
Rapid Commun. Mass Spectrom. (IF~2.3) 2003; 17:983-990.). The method is based on
solid phase extraction followed by direct injection and positive electrospray tandem mass
spectrometric analysis in multiple reaction monitoring mode. Since chemical derivatization
is not required, several drawbacks that are exhibited by the classical butylation method are
eliminated, such as conversion of glutamine and asparagines to glutamate and aspartate,
hydrolyzis of acylcarnitines etc. Our research has shown that the endogenous sodium
content of blood exhibits a tremendous suppression effect on amino acids, leading to more
than 90 % loss of signal intensities. A citrullinaemia-affected patient has been identified by
this technique. Calibration curves, detection limits, interday-, intraday deviation values
suggest that this method may represent an alternative to the classical butylation method. In
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addition, this method offers more flexibility for incorporating new types of compounds, as
it doesn’t involve specific chemical derivatization.
A novel HPLC-MS technique was developed for the determination of very long fatty
acids (C16-C26) in blood (Nagy Kornél, Jakab Annamária, Fekete Jenő, Vékey Károly;
Anal. Chem. (IF~5) 2004 76, 1935-1941.). The method doesn’t require any chemical
derivatization and is based on reversed phase separation of fatty acids using partly miscible
water-methanol-n-hexane solvents followed by APCI in negative mode. Separation is
believed to be based on a liquid-liquid extraction between the liquid inside the micropores
of the column (methanol/water) and the interstitial mobile phase (methanol/hexane), which
significantly different from the common HPLC theories. Detection limits in the low
picogram range were obtained. The unusually short separation times achieved (below 2
minutes) suggest that this technique is able for high-throughput investigations and may be
used as an alternative to the very time-consuming GC-MS methods for the screening of
peroxisomal disorders. The application of unusually high flow rates, allowed by the
developed method, is just as feasible on longer columns with even smaller particle size as
well, since the applied solvent mixture has significantly lower viscosity (resulting in 2-3
times smaller pressure drop along the coulmn) then the traditional alternative isopropanol.
This unique feature makes this method ideal for future development with the recently
introduced Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC) column family.The
simplicity and robustness of the method indicates that it can be used for the analysis of
other apolar compound-types (such as triacylglycerols, sterols) with minimal method
optimization.
We have developed an FT-ICR technique for the ultrahigh resolution analysis of
human AGP in its intact (not digested) form (Electrospray Ionization Fourier Transform
Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry of Human Alpha-1-acid Glycoprotein;
Kornél Nagy, Károly Vékey, Tímea Imre, Krisztina Ludányi, Mark P. Barrow, Peter J.
Derrick Analytical Chemistry 2004 76, 4998-5005. (IF~5)). We found that this heavily
glycosylated protein has particular affinity to sodium cations and it is likely that this serves
as a reason why it doesn’t yield signals under negative electrospray conditions. However,
our research has shown that a large amount of trifluoro-ethanol as co-solvent (50%)
enhanced ion formation under positive electrospray circumstances and this allowed the
production of signals from the intact very acidic human AGP. It could be concluded, that
human AGP exhibits enormous diversity, which hinders the detection of ions in the ICR
cell. To overcome this problem, isolation and axialization experiments were performed and
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monoisotopic resolution of certain glycoforms of human AGP was achieved. The results
suggest that ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry may play a key role when profiling
post-translational modification heterogeneity of proteins and intact characterization of
large (MW>20 kDa) glycoproteins, could be feasible.
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6 NEW SCIENTIFIC RESULTS
III.1. We introduced the modern, increasingly used electrospray tandem mass
spectrometric screening method for detection of inherited metabolic disorders to
Hungary. We developed co-operations with several hospitals over the country. In
the framework of this co-operation, we identified several metabolic disorders
including amino acidurias and beta oxidation disorders. Now this technique is
becoming to be a routine screening in Hungarian clinical practice.

III.2. We developed a tandem mass spectrometric method for the determination of amino
acids in dried blood spots that requires neither the use of chemical derivatization
nor chromatographic separation. The method is based on solid phase extraction
followed by direct injection and positive electrospray tandem mass spectrometric
analysis in multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode. Solid phase extraction of
amino acids was performed using anion exchange cartridges pre-equilibrated with
acetate counter ions. Since chemical derivatization is not required, several
drawbacks that are exhibited by the classical butylation method are eliminated, such
as conversion of glutamine and asparagines to glutamate and aspartate, hydrolysis
of acylcarnitines etc. Calibration curves, detection limits, interday-, intraday
deviation values suggest that this method may represent an alternative to the
classical butylation method. In addition, this method offers more flexibility for
incorporating new types of compounds, as it doesn’t involve specific chemical
derivatization.

III.3. Our research has shown that the endogenous sodium content of blood exhibits a
tremendous suppression effect on amino acids, leading to more than 90 % loss of
signal intensities.

III.4. In a critical case Citrullinaemia (not screened disorder in Hungary) was identified
using the developed technique.
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III.5. The developed method was successfully applied for the distinction between the
isobar leucine, isoleucine and hydroxyproline without the need of preliminary
chromatographic separation. During analysis, the molecular ions are produced by
electrospray ionization and are fragmented using collisional induced dissociation
(CID) at 40-50 eV collisional energy. Applying these collisional energy values
amino acids yield fragments that characterize their side chain providing possibility
for their unequivocal identification.

III.6. We developed an HPLC-MS method for the investigation of fatty acids and other
apolar compounds. The method is based on reversed phase separation using partly
miscible water-methanol-n-hexane solvents and provides extreme short analysis
times. The separation mechanism is believed to occur in the pores at the beginning
of the column and not along the column, thus it is significantly different from the
traditional approaches. The combination of fast analysis time and low solvent
consumption is of particular importance in high throughput studies. Detection was
performed using atmospheric pressure chemical ionization; detection limits in the
low picogram range were obtained for fatty acids.

III.7. The developed method is suitable to analyze fatty acids without the need of
preliminary chemical derivatization and was successfully applied for the
determination of very long chain fatty acid (C18-C26) content of blood. Validation
data and short analysis times suggest that this method may be used as an alternative
to the very time-consuming GC-MS (gas chromatography mass spectrometry)
methods used for screening peroxisomal disorders.

III.8. The method is also suitable for the analysis of other apolar compounds with
minimal method modification, as it was demonstrated in the case of triacylglycerols
and sterols.

III.9. We have developed an FT-ICR (Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass
Spectrometry) technique for the investigation of extremely heterogeneous
(hundreds of components) protein-, glycoprotein mixtures. Using the very
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heterogeneous human alpha-1-acid glycoprotein (AGP) as model compound, we
proved that intact (not digested) glycoproteins can be analyzed by electrospray
ionization without preliminary chromatographic separation if large amount (50 %)
trifluoroethanol was applied as co-solvent.

III.10.An FT-ICR method including isolation and axialization of ions was developed and
successfully applied for the monoisotopic resolution of certain variants of human
AGP. Following calibration, atomic compositions corresponding to certain AGP
variants could be determined. Using our results and observations found in the
literature, it was possible to associate the experimentally obtained atomic
compositions with possible glycoprotein structures. The results suggest that
ultrahigh resolution mass spectrometry may play a significant role when
investigating post-translational modifications in heterogeneous glycoprotein
mixtures.
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7 ABBREVIATIONS
AGP

-

Alpha-1-acid Glycoprotein

APCI

-

Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionization

API

-

Atmospheric Pressure Ionization

CID

-

Collision Induced Dissociation

CI-MS

-

Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry

Da

-

Dalton

ECD

-

Electron Capture Detection

EI-MS

-

Electron Ionization Mass Spectrometry

ELSD

-

Evaporative Light Scattering Detection

ES, ESI

-

Electrospray Ionization

eV

-

Electronvolt

FAB

-

Fast Atom Bombardment

FID

-

Flame Ionization Detection

FT-ICR

-

Fourier Transform Ion Cyclotron Resonance

FWHM

-

Full Width at Half Maximum

GC

-

Gas Chromatography

HPLC

-

High Performance Liquid Chromatography

ID

-

Inner Diameter

LLL

-

Trilinoleoyl glycerol

LLO

-

1(3),2-dilinoleoyl-3(1)-oleoyl glycerol

LSS

-

Linear Solvent Strength

MALDI

-

Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization

MRM

-

Multiple Reaction Monitoring

MS/MS

-

Tandem Mass Spectrometry

OMD

-

Orosomucoid

OOL

-

1(3),2-dioleoyl-3(1)-linoleoyl glycerol

OOO

-

Trioleoyl glycerol

P

-

Partitioning ratio between n-octanol and water

PE-AX

-

Pre-equilibrated Anion Exchange

PLL

-

1(3),2-dilinoleoyl-3(1)-palmitoyl glycerol

MS-MS,
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PLO

-

1(3)-palmitoyl-2-linoleoyl-3(1)-oleoyl glycerol

POO

-

1(3),2-dioleoyl-3(1)-palmitoyl glycerol

QEA

-

Quadrupolar Excitation Axialization

R

-

Resolution

RIF

-

Refractive Index Detection

SIM

-

Selected Ion Monitoring

SOO

-

1(3),2-dioleoyl-3(1)-stearoyl glycerol

SPE

-

Solid Phase Extraction

TFE

-

Trifluoroethanol

Th

-

Thomson

UV/VIS

-

Ultra Violet / Visible

VLCFA

-

Very Long Chain Fatty Acid
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